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ABSTRACT
Annual plants confronting stressful conditions generally flower and mature order to
avoid stress. In contrast, when confronting low availability of phosphorus (low P), many
plants delay flowering and maturity. This response is poorly understood, and is the focus
of this dissertation. Chapter 2 presents the results of a study with seven genotypes of
Arabidopsis thaliana, and demonstrates that delayed reproduction and maturity allow
plants to acquire more phosphorus in low P conditions than they might otherwise acquire.
Increased P acquisition is made possible by the increased duration of root activity that
delayed reproduction and maturity allow. Chapter 3 presents a mathematical model
simulating plant growth and resource partitioning. This model suggests that delayed
reproduction in low P increases plant reproductive output, but that the extent of the delay
is limited by the increasing risk of mortality later in the season. The model also suggests
that when mobility of soil P is very low, the benefit of delaying reproduction is
diminished. Chapter 4 investigates the effects of the interaction of low P and elevated
CO2 on phenology, growth, and yield in two genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana. Low-P
delayed and elevated CO2 accelerated phenology, but no interaction between low P and
elevated CO2 was found. The response to elevated CO2 differed strongly between the two
genotypes, with the later-flowering genotype exhibiting a shorter reproductive phase.
Delayed reproduction and maturity may be an important adaptation to soils with low
phosphorus availability; such soils are globally prevalent. Moreover, plant phenology has
already been affected by global climate change in many regions of the world, and the
interaction between phenological shifts and plant adaptation to edaphic stress could be a
major determinant of plant fitness in future climates.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Annual plants generally flower and mature earlier in stressful environments (Amir
and Cohen 1990; Pigliucci and Schlichting 1995; Thies, Singleton et al. 1995 ; Dorn,
Pyle et al. 2000; Gungula, Kling et al. 2003). In contrast, when confronting low
availability of phosphorus (low P), many plants delayed flowering and maturity (Rossiter
1978; Shepherd, Cooper et al. 1987; Chauhan, Johansen et al. 1992; Marschner 1995;
Rodriguez, Pomar et al. 1998; Ma, Longnecker et al. 2002). This response, though widely
reported, is poorly understood. It is not known if such delays are are indicate a stress
injury to the plant, or if they are caused by the inability of plants to flower until they have
attained some threshold of tissue phosphorus or size, the attainment of which would be
delayed by a slower growth rate (Rodriguez, Santa Maria et al. 1994; Marschner 1995).
Lynch and Brown (2006) suggest that delays in flowering and maturity may represent a
temporal reallocation of resources to increase reproductive success in the face of limited
resources, but the utility of such delays is poorly understood.
Phenology is the study of the timing of recurrent biological events, the causes of their
timing with regard to biotic and abiotic forces, and the interrelation among phases of the
same or different species (Lieth 1974), though the term phenology also commonly
denotes the timing of a recurring biological event (Wikipedia 2008). The events which
are most studied in plants are emergence or germination, the initiation of reproduction,
fruit production, the initiation of senescence, and the death of the plant.
The phenology of life history events, especially reproduction, are critical
determinants of plant fitness (Stearns 1992). Delaying reproduction allows for increased
somatic growth and acquisition of more resources that can increase fecundity, but
delaying reproduction also increases the risk of mortality.
Recently, changes in phenology, particularly of emergence and flowering, have been
extensively studied because they are sensitive indicators of climate change (Fitter and
Fitter 2002; Badeck, Bondeau et al. 2004; Menzel, Sparks et al. 2006; Cleland, Chuine et
al. 2007). However, much less consideration has been given to how changes in phenology
in response to global change may affect the adaptation of plants to other environmental
1

factors.
Soils with low P are globally prevalent (Lynch and Deikman 1998; Fairhurst, Lefroy
et al. 1999), especially in highly weathered and acidic soils. Phosphate reacts with many
soil constituents that reduce its availability, especially in weathered soils (Comerford
1998). In addition, phosphate mobility is very low in most soils (Barber 1995), and the
phosphorus cycle is open-ended and tends toward depletion over time (Schlesinger 1991).
Understanding plant adaptation to low-P soils is important. The majority of world
agriculture occurs with low fertility inputs on soils with poor availability of P and other
nutrients (World Bank 2002). Improving crop productivity in low input agricultural
systems has been identified as a key step toward improving both global food security
(Sanchez and Swaminathan 2005a) and regional food security, especially in sub-saharan
Africa (Sanchez and Swaminathan 2005b). The development of crop varieties suited to
such low-input systems will benefit from an understanding of the benefits and costs of
particular traits, such as delays in flowering and maturity.
My dissertation focuses on understanding the potential benefits and costs of delayed
reproduction and maturity in plants growing in low P soils. The second chapter presents a
greenhouse study that used several genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana that varied in
phenology to elucidate the utility of phenological delays in allowing plants to cope with
low-P soils. The third chapter presents a mathematical simulation of plant growth and
resource partitioning that allows us to better understand the role mortality risk and
phosphorus mobility and availability and can play in controlling optimal phenology. The
fourth chapter addresses the response of phenology to the interaction of elevated CO2 and
low P.
Both greenhouse experiments presented here used Arabidopsis thaliana as a study
organism. Arabidopsis thaliana is frequently used as a model system in plant physiology
and molecular biology, but is less frequently used in ecological research. However,
Arabidopsis possesses several traits which make it well suited for these research
questions. First, the life cycle is quite short; since these experiments required that plants
be grown until fully mature, this was advantageous. Second, Arabidopsis is quite small,
and requires a small volume of soil for growth; this minimized the total volume of soil
2

that needed to be washed away to recover roots. Third, the easy availability of many
genotypes, including phenological mutants, allowed a degree of redundancy in the
experiments. By comparing phenological mutants with their respective wild types, we
could make inferences about the effects of phenology on P acquisition in the absence of a
phenological response to low P. Phenological responses of Arabidopsis to low P had not
been previously tested, so these comparisons provided a backup plan in case no
phenological delays were observed.

POTENTIAL UTILITY OF PHENOLOGICAL DELAY IN LOW P
Phenological delays allow increased vegetative growth, which could increase
phosphorus acquisition by permitting the exploration of a larger volume of soil (greater
root length) and by allowing more time for diffusion of phosphorus to the roots. These
two processes are integrated in root length duration, the integral of root length over time.
Low-P plants could (at least partially) compensate for a lower root-length growth rate by
delaying reproduction and maturity, and maintaining root-length duration. Phenological
delays could also allow for increased utilization of acquired phosphorus by allowing
more time for return on resources allocated to vegetative tissue, e.g. extension of leaf
lifespan should increase the yield of photosynthate per unit of leaf phosphorus. Leafphosphorus duration is the integral of phosphorus in leaves over time (analogous to rootlength duration), and integrates both the phosphorus in leaves and the time during which
the phosphorus is deployed.
To investigate the utility of phenological delays as adaptive responses to low P, we
grew seven genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana in sufficient (high) and suboptimal (low)
phosphorus availability, and tracked their development with both destructive and nondestructive data collection. Bolting and maturity were delayed in low P, principally by
extending the vegetative growth phase, and to a lesser extent by extending the
reproductive growth phase. These delays were observed in plants grown in the
greenhouse as well as in plants grown outdoors. Although low P reduced total root
length, phenological delays allowed some compensation: as much as 30% of root length
in low-P plants at could be attributed to phenological delay. Delays also allowed
compensation in root-length duration, which did not differ between low- and high P
3

plants (harvested at maturity) within a genotype. Root-length duration was highly
correlated with phosphorus acquisition and reproductive and seed biomass. Utilization of
acquired phosphorus was increased by phenological delays. As much as one third of
biomass accumulation in low-P plants could be attributed to delayed bolting, indicating
the utility of this response. Delayed bolting in response to low P partially compensates
for the reduction in growth rate caused by low P.

OPTIMAL REPRODUCTIVE PHENOLOGY IS AFFECTED BY MORTALITY RISK
AND PHOSPHORUS M OBILITY
Many models have addressed the optimal phenology of reproduction in plants
(reviewed by Iwasa (2000)), but none that we are aware of has addressed the optimization
of reproductive phenology in low P. In chapter three we develop a model of plant growth
and resource allocation that considers P acquisition by roots, C acquisition by shoots,
reproductive growth and seed production, and leaf senescence. We use this model to
consider under what conditions delayed reproduction in low P would be beneficial.
Our model captures several essential features of growth and resource partitioning in
real P-stressed plants. Simulated low-P plants were smaller in size, with proportionally
larger roots than high-P plants. Low-P plants reproduced later than high-P plants in 12 of
15 scenarios of survival probability and phosphorus mobility. The optimal phenological
response to low P depends on the nature of the mortality risk that plants face. Greater
mortality risk early in the growing season accelerated phenology for low-P plants,
especially at the lowest levels of phosphorus mobility. This makes sense - marginal P
uptake per day of delay is greater when phosphorus diffuses more rapidly; when
phosphorus is more mobile, the benefit of delaying is greater.

ELEVATED CO2 AND LOW P
Low P generally delays reproduction and maturity. Among cultivated species,
elevated CO2 generally accelerates phenology, but in wild species, a range of responses
from acceleration to delay have been reported (Springer and Ward 2007). If reproduction
is accelerated by elevated CO2, plants may become more sensitive to low P.
Alternatively, the value of delayed phenology may be reduced if elevated CO2 increases
the ability of plants to acquire P by increasing root growth.
4

In order to determine how elevated CO2 and low P affect plant phenology and P
acquisition, we grew two genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana in sufficient and deficient
phosphorus soil in ambient and elevated CO2 in continuously stirred reactor chambers in
a greenhouse. We measured carbon exchange, biomass and phosphorus acquisition, root
length, and phenology of bolting and senescence.
Growth responses to elevated CO2 and low P differed between the two genotypes
evaluated in this study. Elevated CO2 increased biomass in the early bolting and maturing
genotype Ler more than in the later bolting and maturing genotype CS54. Elevated CO2
did not affect the bolting time of either genotype, but accelerated the maturity of the late
genotype. Low P consistently delayed both bolting and maturity. The genotypes differed
in their responsiveness to elevated CO2; the late genotype was less responsive than the
early genotype, even with sufficient phosphorus. In the late genotype, the acceleration of
maturity by elevated CO2 reduced the length of the reproductive phase. This was true for
both low- and high P.

RESEARCH NEEDS
Since early maturity is one of the traits commonly selected in crop improvement
(Khush 1999), it is possible that crop varieties bred for response to high fertility may
sacrifice productivity in low fertility. I had proposed to investigate the importance of
delayed phenology in low P in crop species using data from several crop breeders with
whom we collaborate. Unfortunately, the data available at this time is not of sufficient
quality to draw any conclusions; Appendix 4 describes the data we obtained, and the
problems we encountered with each. We continue to search for data that will allow us to
address this question. The ideal data set would include yield and phenology data from
high- and low P for a variety of cultivars of a crop species.
Phenology may affect the acquisition of specific nutrients quite differently based on
the mobility of each nutrient. As phosphorus is quite immobile in most soils, phosphorus
depletion zones around roots form rapidly. In contrast, nitrate is highly mobile, and is
acquired by bulk flow of soil solution to the roots of transpiring plants (Barber 1995).
Root exploration into new soil domains, which is highly important for phosphorus
acquisition, is much less important for nitrate acquisition, and consequently root-length
5

duration may be less important for nitrogen acquisition when nitrate is available (Hodge,
Stewart et al. 1998). Calcium and magnesium are similar to nitrate in solubility and
mobility, so we would not expect deficiencies in these nutrients to lead to phenological
delays. Potassium and ammonium diffuse very slowly in soil, like phosphorus. We
therefore may expect some benefit to phenological delays with low potassium availability
or low ammonium availability where ammonium is more important than nitrate as a
nitrogen source, as in many acid soils. Since phenology has already been altered by
changes in the global climate, the potential exists for nutritional disorders to be alleviated
or exacerbated. Very little is known about the interaction of global change and plant
nutrition for nutrients other than nitrogen (Lynch and St Clair 2004). Even less is known
about the role of phenology in such interactions.
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CHAPTER 2: DELAYED REPRODUCTION IN ARABIDOPSIS
THALIANA IMPROVES FITNESS IN SOIL WITH SUBOPTIMAL
PHOSPHORUS AVAILABILITY.
A modified version of this chapter was published as:
Nord E, Lynch J. 2008. Delayed Reproduction in Arabidopsis thaliana Improves Fitness
in Soil with Suboptimal P Availability. Plant, Cell,and Environment 31, 1432-1441.

ABSTRACT
Low phosphorus availability (low P) often delays flowering and maturity in annual
plants, while abiotic stress generally accelerates flowering and maturity. The utility of
this response is unknown. We hypothesize that phenological delay in low P is beneficial
by permitting more time for phosphorus acquisition and utilization. We grew seven
genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana with contrasting phenology in high- and low P. Low P
delayed bolting and maturity in all genotypes. Low P decreased root length, but not rootlength duration (the integral of root length over time), because phenological delay
allowed low-P plants to compensate for shorter root length. Root-length duration was
correlated with phosphorus accumulation. Leaf-phosphorus duration (the integral of leaf
phosphorus over time) was correlated with reproductive biomass, indicating the utility of
increased phosphorus utilization. Phenological delays accounted for up to 30% of
biomass production when low P plants were compared with models of plants with no
delays. These results support the hypothesis that phenological delay in low P can be
adaptive and can lead to increased phosphorus acquisition and utilization. Since low P
conditions are prevalent worldwide, understanding the fitness effects of this response
could be useful in crop breeding and in predicting plant responses to global climate
change.

INTRODUCTION
Soil phosphorus availability is often suboptimal for plant growth (Lynch and
Deikman 1998) because phosphate reacts with many soil constituents that reduce its
availability, especially in weathered soils (Comerford 1998), because of its extreme
immobility in most soils (Barber 1995), and because the phosphorus cycle is open-ended
and tends toward depletion over time (Schlesinger 1991). Plants display an array of
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adaptations to low phosphorus availability (low P) (Lynch and Brown 2006), including
the production of phosphorus-mobilizing root exudates (Hinsinger 2001), mycorrhizal
symbioses (Smith and Read 1997), topsoil foraging (Lynch and Brown 2001), increased
root-hair length and density (Ma, Walk et al. 2001), and traits that reduce the metabolic
cost of soil exploration (Lynch and Ho 2005).
Delayed flowering and maturity are commonly reported responses to low P in annual
plants (Rossiter 1978; Shepherd, Cooper et al. 1987; Chauhan, Johansen et al. 1992;
Marschner 1995; Rodriguez, Pomar et al. 1998; Ma, Longnecker et al. 2002). This is
noteworthy because the generalized stress response in annual plants is earlier flowering
and maturity as a form of stress avoidance (Amir and Cohen 1990; Pigliucci and
Schlichting 1995; Thies, Singleton et al. 1995; Dorn, Pyle et al. 2000; Gungula, Kling et
al. 2003). Phenological delay may simply be caused by the inability of plants to flower
until they have attained some threshold of tissue phosphorus or size, the attainment of
which would be delayed by a slower growth rate (Rodriguez, Santa Maria et al. 1994;
Marschner 1995). Alternately, Lynch and Brown (2006) suggest that phenological delay
may represent a temporal reallocation of resources to increase reproductive success in the
face of limited resources.
Low growth rates and smaller size are the most common responses to low P; plants
grown in low P (low-P plants) may allocate a larger fraction of biomass to root growth,
but may still have smaller roots compared to plants with adequate phosphorus (high-P
plants) (Marschner 1995). Phosphorus acquisition by plants is primarily determined by
soil phosphorus availability, root extension into unexplored soil, and duration of root
activity. Root-length duration is the integral of root length over time from germination to
harvest, and so quantifies two of the determinants of phosphorus acquisition.
Increased vegetative growth permitted by delayed bolting and maturity could increase
phosphorus acquisition in two ways. First, a longer period of vegetative growth permits a
larger volume of soil be explored by allowing more root growth. Second, via increased
root-length duration, which should increase phosphorus acquisition by: 1) allowing more
time for diffusion of phosphorus into the depletion zones around the roots, and 2)
allowing recharge of soil solution phosphorus from turnover of soil phosphorus pools.
Even though low-P plants may have a lower root-length growth rate than high-P plants,
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they could (at least partially) compensate for this by delaying reproduction and maturity,
thereby increasing root-length duration.
Phenological delays could also allow for increased utilization of acquired phosphorus
by allowing more time for return on resources allocated to vegetative tissue. Shoot
growth is generally reduced in low-P plants. Phosphorus in leaves is crucial for
photosynthesis in several ways: for the synthesis of ATP; for the synthesis of the
phosphorylated carbohydrates in the Calvin cycle; and for the export of triose-phosphates
from the chloroplast, which requires a counter-flow of phosphorus (Marschner 1995).
Since phosphorus in photosynthetic processes is recycled, extension of leaf lifespan
should increase the yield of photosynthate per unit of leaf phosphorus. Leaf-phosphorus
duration is the integral of phosphorus in leaves over time (analogous to root-length
duration), and integrates both the phosphorus in leaves and the time during which the
phosphorus is deployed and so quantifies two important aspects of phosphorus utilization
in leaves.
Several studies have compared reproductive phenology of Arabidopsis in high and
low nutrient environments (Zhang and Lechowicz 1994; Pigliucci and Schlichting 1995;
vanTienderen, Hammad et al. 1996). Any phenological response to low P would likely be
masked in these reports because the effect of low nitrogen availability on phenology is
typically the opposite of the effect of low P. Others have considered the responses of
Arabidopsis to low P (Lopez-Bucio, Hernandez-Abreu et al. 2002; Misson, Thibaud et al.
2004; Reymond, Svistoonoff et al. 2006). However, the phenological response of
Arabidopsis to low P in soil cannot be determined from these studies: either plants were
grown in agar (where phosphorus is un-buffered and mobile, unlike in soil), or plants
were not allowed to grow to maturity.
The influence of low P on the timing of plant reproduction and maturity has received
little attention. Many of the reports of delays under low P are incidental observations, not
principal results. The potential effects of global climate change, which has been reported
to affect plant phenology (Fitter and Fitter 2002; Root, Price et al. 2003) lend impetus to
the need to understand the factors which affect developmental timing in plants. To
investigate the utility of phenological delays as adaptive responses to low P, we exposed
seven genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh to sufficient and suboptimal
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phosphorus availability (other nutrients were sufficient), and tracked their development
with both destructive and non-destructive data collection. We use the data to address the
following questions:
1. Do phenological delays in response to low P allow plants to compensate for
reduced root length by maintaining root-length duration?
2. Is root-length duration important for phosphorus acquisition? Does greater rootlength duration lead to increased phosphorus acquisition, and increased fecundity?
3. Do phenological delays increase the utilization of acquired phosphorus?
4. Are phenological delays in response to low P adaptive (i.e. do they increase
fitness)?

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Genotype Selection
We obtained seed from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (The Ohio State
University, Columbus, OH, USA) for seven genotypes with a range of bolting and
maturity time. To provide phenological contrasts within similar genetic backgrounds, we
chose two pairs consisting of a wild-type accession and a corresponding mutant differing
in phenology (Col and Ler were the wild-types with mutant pairs). To include a wider
range of phenology, we chose three additional wild-type accessions, one early- and two
late- flowering (Table 1).
Plant Growth
We collected soil from the A horizon of a Morrison sandy loam (fine-loamy, mixed,
active, mesic Ultic Hapludalf) and heat-treated it at 70°C for seven days to reduce
microbial, pest, and weed populations. Lime was applied to increase Ca and Mg
availability and raise pH from 4.6 to 6.5-7.0. Native phosphorus availability was 10.3 µg
g-1 (Mehlich 3 extraction). 10 cm square pots were filled with 550 g of moist soil and
covered with plastic mulch to reduce weed and algal growth. High P and low P
treatments were applied by amending the soil in each pot with either activated alumina as
a phosphorus scavenger to maintain low P (Lynch 2007), or with phosphorus-doped
alumina, buffering at 150-180 µM phosphorus (Martinswerk GMBH, Bergheim,
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Germany) as a solid phase phosphorus buffer to maintain a realistic and consistent high P
treatment (Lynch, Epstein et al. 1990). Pots were sub-irrigated daily with nutrient
solution using a re-circulating system. Solution tanks were cleaned and nutrient solution
replaced every 3-7 days. A modified 20% Epstein nutrient solution (Epstein and Bloom
2005) was used, which supplied all nutrients except P (Table A.1 in Appendix A). To be
certain of maintaining phosphorus availability, 100 µM ammonium phosphate was added
to the nutrient solution for high P pots. This required that high- and low P pots were in
separate sub-irrigation trays. Pots were randomized within phosphorus treatments (Figure
A.1). To reduce spatial auto-correlation caused by this restricted randomization, and to
preserve the efficiency of the sub-irrigation system, pots were consolidated into fewer
trays as plants were harvested. For this reason, all but the earliest harvested plants were
moved at least once during the experiment.
The maintenance dose of 100 µM ammonium phosphate for the high-P pots created a
small nitrogen difference between high- and low- P pots (3.7 mM for high and 3.6 mM
for low). We confirmed that this difference was unimportant in a separate factorial
experiment in which two genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana were grown outdoors with
3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 mM nitrogen and the same high- and low- P soil described above. We
found no effect of this small difference in nitrogen concentration on growth, fecundity, or
phenology (Table A.3).
Seeds were imbibed and cold treated (at 4°C) for 5-10 days prior to direct sowing
onto the soil surface. Plants were thinned to 2-3 per pot after germination, and further
thinned to one per pot 28 days after planting. Plants were grown in a climate-controlled
greenhouse at University Park, Pennsylvania (40°49’ N, 77°52’ W). Temperature
averaged 21°C/17°C (day/night). Daylight was supplemented with light from metal
halide lamps to achieve a 16-hour photoperiod. Mean photoperiod PAR over the course
of the experiment was approximately 500 µmol photons m-2 s-1. Four replicates (blocks)
were planted on January 20 through 23 of 2006. Additional blocks were planted on
February 21 and March 10 of 2006, for a total of six replicates.
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Table 2.1. Arabidopsis thaliana genotypes used. CS numbers refer to ABRC stock numbers
Name

ABRC
accession
number

Ler
Ler-late

Bolting Age
(days)
31

CS54

Col

37
32

Col-early

CS3787

27

Zu-0
Zu-1
CS6209

CS1626
CS1628
CS6209

55
30
53

Description (from ABRC database)
Mutant / Wild-type Pairs
Landsberg erecta, ecotype in common lab use.
Late flowering Landsberg Mutant, unaffected by
vernalization, increased number of rosette leaves. Carries
the fe-1 polymorphism.
Columbia, ecotype in common lab use.
Early flowering Columbia mutant, photoperiod-insensitive;
long hypocotyl in light-grown seedlings, normal
inflorescence, development. Carries the elf3-1 and gl1-1
polymorhpisms.
Wild-types
Late flowering ecotype, large rosette, numerous leaves.
Early flowering ecotype, few leaves, leaf margins smooth.
Naturally occurring, winter-annual , late-flowering,
flowers later under continuous illumination (formerly fla
= flowering altered). Carries the FRI-sf2 polymorphism.

Harvesting and Data Collection
Based on preliminary experiments, we scheduled six harvests for each
genotype*phosphorus combination (Table A.2), with the third harvest near bolting.
Bolting was noted when the height of the reproductive shoot was 1 cm. Plants were
considered mature when rosette leaves were senesced and few new flowers were present.
At each harvest we clipped the rosettes from the roots, and separated rosette and
reproductive tissue. Soil was washed from the roots using a fine stream of de-ionized
water. All tissue samples were dried at 60°C prior to weighing. A small sample of each
root system was scanned using WinRhizo Pro (Regent Instruments, Quebec, Canada)
prior to being dried and weighed. Root length of the scanned sample and rosette area
from photos were determined using WinRhizo Pro. After weighing, aliquots of all tissue
were ashed at 500°C for 10 hours, and phosphorus was extracted with 0.1 M HCl.
Phosphorus concentration was determined spectrophotometrically (Murphy and Riley
1962).
For each harvest, we measured biomass and phosphorus concentration for root,
rosette, and reproductive tissue, specific root length, and the rosette area. We estimated
total root length from specific root length (length per unit mass) and root mass. The first
and second harvests were prior to the final thinning so that several plants could be
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harvested and tissue bulked for more accurate biomass and phosphorus determination.
These data were then corrected to per plant values by averaging. A sample of 15-20
mature fruit was collected from each plant over a period of 10-14 days before the final
harvest (harvest 6). This sample was weighed, fruit and seeds were counted, and average
seed weight and number of seeds per fruit was estimated for each plant. At the time of
final harvest, the number of fruit on each plant was determined, and the total mass of seed
was determined after weighing the reproductive tissue. Seed and reproductive tissue
phosphorus concentration were determined separately. Total seed number was estimated
from the number of fruit rather than from total seed mass, because many seeds were shed
before the final harvest.
Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA,
USA), and JMP (ver 5.1, SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Data were log-transformed
only in the few instances of extreme non-normality. The grouping of high- and low-P
pots together indicates the use of a split-plot design. However, because the P treatment
was applied to individual pots, and because pots were moved several times during the
experiment, linear models were fit as randomized complete block design. Replicate was
included in all statistical models since we expected that replicate might be associated
with significant variation because later replicates encountered slightly higher
temperatures (average temperature increased by 0.22-0.25°C per week). Tissue durations
(root-length duration and leaf-phosphorus duration) were estimated numerically using the
trapezoid rule (Waner and Costenoble 2001). For more detail and an example calculation
see Figure A.2 in Appendix A.
To separate the effect of reduced growth rate from that of phenological delays, we
modeled the growth of low-P plants without phenological delay by combining the growth
rates of low-P plants and the phenology of high-P plants. The times between harvests of
low-P plants were scaled as proportions of the vegetative and reproductive growth
phases. These proportions and the length of vegetative and reproductive phases in plants
in high P were used to calculate times between harvests for plants without phenological
delay. The growth rates calculated over intervals between harvests in low-P plants were
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then multiplied by the intervals between harvests for plants without phenological delay
(See Figure A.3 Missing harvests were interpolated linearly, which would not bias the
calculation of linear growth rates.
We estimated the delay effect, DE, the fraction of the observed low-P plant growth
that could be attributed to phenological delays (See equation A.4). We calculated DE for
each genotype*replicate unit for various tissue biomass and phosphorus contents as well
as for root length – a total of eleven growth parameters. We calculated the mean DE and
the 95% confidence interval for the mean for each genotype, and report only DE values
that are significant (by the 95% confidence interval test). We report the maximum,
minimum, and number of significant DE values (out of seven) for each parameter.

RESULTS
Biomass production
Arabidopsis thaliana plants grown in high P had greater total biomass than those in
low P (Figure 2.1, Table 2.3A). For some biomass components and some genotypes the
effect of phosphorus supply was more pronounced than for others (Figure 2.1). The two
latest-flowering genotypes, Zu-0 and CS6209 produced much greater root and rosette
biomass than the other genotypes, but were not different in biomass of the reproductive
tissue or seeds.
Greater seed biomass in high P (Table 2.3E) was caused by greater overall seed
number (Table 2.3G), not by increased average seed mass, which was unaffected by
phosphorus (Table 2.3H). Greater seed number was caused by a greater number of seeds
per fruit (Table 2.3F). We noted no other differences in growth or development between
the mutants and their respective wild-types apart from those associated with phenological
differences.
Phenology
The Arabidopsis genotypes in this study bolted at 27 to 55 days, and reached maturity
at 66 to 108 days in high P. Bolting was delayed 5-13 days and maturity 6-21 days by
low P (Table 2..2, Table 2.3B). Genotypes varied in their phenological response to low P
(Table 2.3B). With the exception of Col-early, the effect of delayed bolting and maturity
primarily lengthened the vegetative phase, while the length of the reproductive phase was
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less affected (Table 2.2). Time to maturity was determined as time to final harvest, which
was fixed by genotype and treatment based on the first replicate. We therefore cannot
statistically test differences in time to maturity. Low P reduced the biomass of plants at
bolting (Table 2.3C), so bolting was not strictly size dependent. We also confirmed the
phenological delays caused by low P in two genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana grown
outdoors (Table A.3).

Figure 2.1. Biomass production and allocation at maturity for seven genotypes of Arabidopsis
thaliana in high- and low P, showing (A) total, (B) seed, (C) bolt, (D) rosette, and (E) root
biomass. Genotypes are ordered by increasing time to maturity (Col-early bolts earlier, but
matures later than Col). Error bars represent one standard error.
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Table 2.2. Flowering and senescence phenology of seven genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana
grown in high- and low phosphorus availability. Age at bolting and maturity in both high- and
low P are shown, as well as the delay in bolting and maturity in low P, and the increase in
reproductive phase length. All numbers are days.
Gen
Zu-1
Col
Col-early
Ler
Ler-late
Zu-0
CS6209

Age at Bolting
High P
Low P
31
37
33
38
27
33
32
35
37
47
56
64
54
69

Age at Maturity
High P
Low P
67
73
66
73
73
94
74
80
80
94
101
109
108
122

Low P Delay
Bolting
Maturity
6
6
5
7
6
21
3
6
10
14
8
8
15
14

Reproductive
Phase Increase
1
2
15
4
4
0
-1

Reproductive biomass was greater in genotypes with longer overall growth periods
(Figure 2.2). Reproductive biomass and seed number increased with maturity time in low
P but not in high P. This difference in response to overall growth time was driven by
response to increased vegetative phase length which affected low- and high-P plants
differently; increased reproductive phase length affected low- and high-P plants similarly
(Figure 2.2). Longer vegetative phase length in high P was not correlated with bolt
biomass and negatively correlated with seed number, while in low P longer vegetative
phase was correlated with increased bolt biomass and not correlated with seed number
(Figure 2.2, B,E).
Phosphorus acquisition
Low P reduced root length (Figure 2.3, Table 2.4C) and biomass (Table 2.4A) but
slightly increased specific root length (Table 2.4B). Root-length duration generally
increased with time (Figure 2.4), but increased more slowly later in development.
Overall, high-P plants had greater root-length duration at a given time (Table 2.4D).
Root-length duration at maturity of low-P plants was equivalent to that of high-P plants
(Figure 2.5, Table 2.4E); delayed bolting and maturity allowed low-P plants to maintain
root-length duration even with lower root length (Question 1).
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Figure 2.2. Relationship between phenology of bolting and maturity and fecundity estimated by
bolt biomass and seed number for seven genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana. A, B, and C
represent correlation of bolt biomass to time to: maturity, length of vegetative phase and length of
reproductive phase. D, E, and F represent correlation of seed number to the same phenological
parameters. * = p from 0.05 to 0.01, ** = p from 0.01 to 0.001, *** = p from 0.001 to 0.0001,
**** = p , 0.0001.
Table 2.3. Summary of linear models of biomass production and phenology. Sd = seed, Gen =
genotype, P trt = phosphorus treatment, Age = age at harvest, Replicate = block. * = p from 0.05
to 0.01, ** = p from 0.01 to 0.001, *** = p from 0.001 to 0.0001, **** = p < 0.0001.
Source

DF F Ratio
A) Final DW
Replicate
4
3.29
P Trt
1
34.4
Gen
6
15
Gen*P Trt
6
2.87
Age
--P content
--Error
44
Adjusted R2
0.725
E) Sd DW
Rep
5
4.43
Trt
1
5.49
Gen
6
1.41
Gen*Trt
6
3.77
Error
47
Adjusted R2
0.396

*
****
****
*

**
*
**

DF
F Ratio
B) Bolting age
5
58.9
1
125
6
259
6
5.59
----217
0.907

****
****
****
****

F) Sds silique-1
4
0.362
1
13.9
***
6
7.19
****
6
2.31
*
45
0.501
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DF F Ratio
C) Bolting DW
5
2.49
*
1
37.1
****
5
19.7
****
5
9.38
****
1
26.7
****
--46
0.895

DF
F Ratio
D) Bolt DW
5
0.35
1
30.4
6
6.77
6
8.65
--1
219
211
0.591

G) Sds plant-1
4
4.34
**
1
14.1
***
6
7.73
****
6
1.64
45
0.594

H) Mass sd -1
4
3.74
1
0.01
6
16
6
1.21
44
0.626

****
****
****
****

*
****

Root-length duration was correlated with total phosphorus acquisition (Figure 2.6A),
with high-P plants acquiring more phosphorus than low-P plants at a given root-length
duration (Table 2.4F). Bolt biomass, in turn, was correlated with total phosphorus
acquired (Figure 2.6B, Table 2.3D), with low-P plants producing more bolt biomass per
unit phosphorus acquired. Root-length duration was also significantly correlated with bolt
and seed biomass, with a significant interaction with phosphorus availability (Table 2.4G,
2.3H). Root-length duration was an important predictor of productivity and fecundity,
and hence presumably of fitness (Question 2).
Phosphorus utilization
Rosette phosphorus concentration was consistently higher in high-P plants than in
low-P plants (Figure 2.7). Most genotypes displayed significant decreases in rosette
phosphorus concentration during leaf senescence; the only exception was CS 1626, which
showed no decrease in high P. Low-P plants reduced rosette phosphorus concentration at
maturity to much lower levels than high-P plants. Leaf-phosphorus duration was
correlated with bolt biomass (Table 2.4I), but was not well correlated with either seed
biomass or seed number (data not shown). The slope of the bolt biomass and leafphosphorus duration relationship is greater for low P than high P. This suggests that
phenological delays increase the utilization of acquired phosphorus (Question 3), and that
this increased phosphorus utilization is more important in low P than in high P.
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Figure 2.3. Root Length over time for seven genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana grown in highand low P. Labels on the right edge of the panel correspond to genotypes. Error bars are one
standard error.
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Table 2.4. Summary of linear models of phosphorus acquisition and utilization. Gen = Table 2.4.
Summary of linear models of phosphorus acquisition and utilization. Gen = genotype, P trt =
phosphorus treatment, Age = age at harvest, Replicate = block, RLDur = Root-length duration
(m!day), LPDur = Leaf-phosphorus duration (µmol!day), RL = Root length. != p from 0.1 to0.05,
* = p from 0.05 to 0.01, ** = p from 0.01 to 0.001, *** = p from 0.001 to 0.0001, **** = p <
0.0001.
Source

DF

F Ratio

A) Rt DW
Replicate
5 1.05
P Trt
1 24.4 ****
Gen
6 26.2 ****
Gen*P Trt
6 0.867
Age
1 389 ****
Age*Gen
6 26.3 ****
Age*P Trt
1 20.2 ****
Age2
--Error
368
Adjusted R2
0.803
F) P acquired
Replicate
5 0.83
P Trt
1 103 ****
Gen
6 6.91 ****
Gen*P Trt
6 6.37 ****
RLDur
1 223 ****
RLDur*P Trt
1 55.1 ****
RLDur*Gen
6
7.7 ****
RLDur*Gen
6 7.91 ****
*P Trt
2
RtLDur
1 76.2 ****
Error
344
Adjusted R2
0.761

DF F Ratio

DF

B) Specific RL

C) Rt length

D) RLDur

5
1
6
-1
6
-1
366

5
1
6
6
1
6
1
1
359

5
1
6
6
1
6
1
1
376

9.54
2.86
4.876
-180
4.55
-2.55

****
·
****
****
**

0.413
G) Bolt DW
4
2
·
1 39.1 ****
6 29.7 ****
6 9.28 ****
1 298 ****
1 20.6 ****
6 32.9 ****
6
-191

10.2 ****
--

F Ratio

0.822
7.84 **
14.4 ****
0.972
227 ****
12.4 ****
4.51
*
9.4
**

0.704
H) Seed DW
4 2.81
*
1 3.65
·
6 1.23
6 2.08
·
1
0
1 0.09
6 0.85
6

1.54

-36

--

0.740

DF F Ratio

2.81
17.2
13.7
2.34
260
23.8
37
116

*
****
****
*
****
****
****
****

0.869
Source
Replicate
P Trt
Gen
Gen*P Trt
LPDur
LPDur*P Trt
LPDur*Gen
LPDur*Gen
*P Trt

DF F Ratio
E) RLDur at
Maturity
4 1.14
1 0.414
6 7.24 ****
6 1.34
--------47
0.860
I) Bolt DW
4 2.48
*
1 11.5 ***
6
14 ****
6 3.99 ***
1 69.8 ****
1 10.9 **
6 11.7 ****
6

3.4

**

189
0.405

Adjusted R2

0.587

Table 2.5. Delay effect (DE = proportion of observed growth attributable to phenological delay)
for seven genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana grown in low phosphorus availability. DE is
calculated by comparing observed growth in low P with a model combining low P growth rate
and high P phenology. Maximum, minimum, and number of significant (95% confidence interval
test) DE values are shown. According to the model, 6.7 to 32.0 % of seed biomass in low
phosphorus for 4 of 7 genotypes could be attributed to phenological delays.
Root
Max 0.298
Min 0.073
n
6

Biomass
Rosette
Bolt
0.247
0.319
0.087
0.068
7
4

Seed
0.32
0.067
4

Total
0.314
0.7
5

Root
0.266
0.58
6
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Phosphorus content
Rosette Bolt Seed
0.209
0.32 0.32
0.123
0.07 0.067
4
5
4

Total
0.311
0.072
6

Root
Length
0.308
0.073
5

Figure 2.4. The relationship of root-length duration to plant age for seven genotypes of
Arabidopsis thaliana grown in high- and low P. Root-length duration and plant age. Data are
means of genotypes harvested at a given age for each treatment. Error bars are one standard error.
Data are presented in log / log scale.

Figure 2.5. The relationship of root-length duration at maturity to age at maturity in seven
genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana grown in high- and low P. Error bars represent one standard
error. An arrow links each genotype’s response in high- and low phosphorus.
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Figure 2.6. The relationship of root-length duration and fecundity in seven genotypes of
Arabidopsis thaliana grown in high- and low P. A) Plant phosphorus content versus root-length
duration. B) Reproductive biomass versus plant phosphorus content. Error bars represent one
standard error.

Adaptive Value of Phenological Delays
Plants with phenological delays in low P produced greater biomass and accumulated
more phosphorus than the model plants (low P, no delay). Total biomass of low-P plants
was 7-31% greater than that of the model plants for five genotypes (Table 2.5). For 56 of
the 77 parameter*genotype combinations we modeled a significant proportion of the
observed value as attributable to phenological delay (Table 2.5). This demonstrates that
the phenological delays we observed increased plant growth and fecundity, and are
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therefore likely to increase fitness (Question 4).

Figure 2.7. Rosette phosphorus concentration over time in seven genotypes of Arabidopsis
thaliana grown in high- and low P. Error bars represent one standard error.
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DISCUSSION
Low P delayed bolting and maturity in Arabidopsis thaliana, principally by extending
the vegetative growth phase, and to a lesser extent by extending the reproductive growth
phase. These delays were observed in plants grown in the greenhouse as well as in plants
grown outdoors. Although low P reduced total root length, phenological delays allowed
some compensation: as much as 30% of root length in low-P plants at could be attributed
to phenological delay. Delays also allowed compensation in root-length duration, which
did not differ between low- and high P plants (harvested at maturity) within a genotype
(Question 1). Root-length duration was highly correlated with phosphorus acquisition and
reproductive and seed biomass (Question 2). Utilization of acquired phosphorus was
increased by phenological delays (Question 3). As much as one third of biomass
accumulation in low-P plants could be attributed to delayed bolting, indicating that this
response is adaptive (Question 4). Delayed bolting in response to low P partially
compensates for the reduction in growth rate caused by low P.
Phenological delays allowed low-P plants to compensate for lower growth rates.
Consider Ler and its late flowering mutant Ler-late. The phenology of Ler-late in high P
is nearly identical to that of Ler in low P (Table 2.2). This makes it possible to estimate
the contribution of phenological delays to final biomass in low P. Comparing the biomass
of Ler in low-P to that of Ler-late in high P (Figure 2.1) estimates the phosphorus effect
without phenological shift; comparing the biomass of Ler to Ler-late in low P estimates
the biomass consequences of the phenological shift without the phosphorus effect (Figure
2.1). By this estimation, root and rosette biomass in low P nearly double as a result of the
phenological delay, while reproductive and seed biomass are increased by ~ 30%. These
values are similar to the estimates obtained by modeling low-P plants with the phenology
of high-P plants (Table 2.5).
Age of reproduction is a critical component of plant fitness (Stearns 1992) and
represents a trade-off between increased potential fecundity made possible by further
growth and lost fecundity due to mortality, since delayed reproduction incurs increased
risks from late-season drought, shading, frost, herbivory, and other stochastic factors
(Ritland 1983).
In this study we have examined some benefits of delayed reproduction and maturity
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in low P, but we did not subject these plants to the normal mortality risk factors faced by
wild plants - plants in this study were given nearly ideal growth conditions (apart from
low P). Our results may therefore overestimate the potential benefits of delayed
reproduction realized by wild plants facing a full suite of mortality risks, as well as risk
of sub-lethal injury from disease and herbivory. Given the extent to which delayed
phenology can increase seed production (Table 2.5), and the prevalence of low-P soils,
selection should favor phenological delays in low P. However, the magnitude of such
delays may be limited by increasing risk of mortality later in the season.
The genetic regulation of the transition from vegetative to reproductive growth is
increasingly well understood in Arabidopsis (Komeda 2004). We speculate that delays in
bolting in response to low P are likely to be transmitted through the autonomous pathway
rather than the photoperiodic or vernalization pathways. The nature of the mechanism by
which other nutrient stresses accelerate bolting, while low P delays bolting, is unclear and
deserves attention.
The dynamics of specific nutrients in the soil may explain their distinct effects on the
timing of reproduction and maturity. As phosphorus is quite immobile in most soils,
phosphorus depletion zones around roots form rapidly. In contrast, nitrate is highly
mobile, and is acquired by bulk flow of soil solution to the roots of transpiring plants
(Barber 1995). Root exploration into new soil domains, which is highly important for
phosphorus acquisition, is much less important for nitrate acquisition, and consequently
root-length duration may be less important for nitrogen acquisition when nitrate is
available (Hodge, Stewart et al. 1998). Calcium and magnesium are similar to nitrate in
solubility and mobility, so we would not expect deficiencies in these nutrients to lead to
phenological delays. Potassium and ammonium diffuse very slowly in soil, like
phosphorus. We therefore may expect some benefit to phenological delays with low
potassium availability or low ammonium availability where ammonium is more
important than nitrate as a nitrogen source, as in many acid soils.
Phenological delays have been reported for crop plants exposed to low P (Shepherd,
Cooper et al. 1987; Chauhan, Johansen et al. 1992; Rodriguez, Pomar et al. 1998). This
could be of some importance in the development of crop genotypes well suited to low
input systems; early maturity is one of the traits commonly selected for in crop
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improvement (Khush 1999). The presence of other constraints in cropping systems,
particularly terminal drought and highly variable late-season growing conditions, may
limit the degree to which longer growth cycles can be beneficial in crop genotypes
(Araus, Slafer et al. 2002; Gonzalez, Martin et al. 2007). Later reproduction under low P
may be most beneficial for crop genotypes with root traits that both increase efficiency of
phosphorus acquisition and confer some tolerance of late-season drought.
Global climate change has already lengthened growing seasons for plants in mid and
high latitudes, and phenological changes have been reported. If plant phenology is a
complex response to soil fertility as well as climate, as our results suggest, then
phenological changes driven by climate change may affect the ability of plants to
optimize their response to soil fertility. The potential exists for complex interactions
between climate-driven phenological shifts and responses to elevated CO2, warming, and
edaphic stresses such as low P. At this time, relatively little is known about interactions
between plant responses to global change variables and edaphic constraints apart from
nitrogen (Lynch and St Clair 2004). Considering the prevalence of soils with low P
(Lynch and Brown 2006) and other edaphic limitations, this lack of knowledge is critical.
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CHAPTER 3: OPTIMIZING REPRODUCTIVE PHENOLOGY IN A
TWO-RESOURCE WORLD: DOES ROOT-SHOOT BALANCE
AFFECT PHENOLOGY?
ABSTRACT
Timing of reproduction is a key life-history trait, and has been the focus of substantial
attention. Delayed reproduction in low phosphorus availability soils is common among
annuals, in contrast to the early reproduction typical of other low-nutrient environments.
This paradoxical response has received little attention. We hypothesize that this response
from the high marginal value of additional allocation to root growth caused by the low
mobility of phosphorus in soils. In order to better understand the benefits and costs of
such delayed reproduction, we present a two-resource dynamic allocation model of plant
growth and reproduction. Our model incorporates growth, respiration, and carbon and
phosphorus acquisition of both root and shoot tissue, and considers the reallocation of
resources from senescent leaves. We parameterize the model with data from Arabidopsis,
and explore the optimal reproductive phenology in several environments. The model
predicts delayed reproduction in low-phosphorus environments, in contrast to other
models of optimum phenology. Reproductive timing in low-phosphorus environments is
sensitive both to mortality risks and phosphorus mobility. Simulated yields exhibited
greatest sensitivity to the maximum assimilation rate and the timing of mortality risk.
Simulated phenology in low-phosphorus was sensitive to a greater number of parameters
than in high-phosphorus. The model predicts that delayed reproduction in response to low
phosphorus conditions may be reduced in plants adapted to environments where mortality
risk is encountered earlier in the growing season.

INTRODUCTION
The timing of reproduction is a key determinant of fitness (1992). Plants undergo a
period of strictly vegetative growth prior to initiating reproductive activity, which allows
the development of resource acquisition capacity and the acquisition of a pool of
resources that can be utilized in reproductive growth. Earlier reproduction avoids the risk
of mortality later in the growing season, but earlier reproduction carries an opportunity
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cost – resources not captured as a result of investment in reproduction rather than growth
(Reekie and Bazzaz 1987). Optimal timing of reproduction trades the reproductive
benefit of increased resources acquired because of further somatic growth against the loss
of reproductive success because of risk of mortality.
In general, we expect that length of growing season should be correlated with greater
yield potential (Manske, Ortiz-Monasterio et al. 2000; Beaver, Rosas et al. 2003). The
implications of this general trend for low nutrient environments is unclear. Clearly, the
dynamics of distinct nutrients may play a role. Phosphorus, potassium and ammonium are
generally immobile, and acquisition is limited by diffusion, while nitrogen, calcium, and
magnesium are highly soluble, and acquired with bulk flow of soil solution driven by
transpiration (Barber 1995). The impact of nutrient mobility on the response of plant
growth to length of growing season is unknown. For common bean, Araujo, Teixiera, et
al (1998) propose that fast growth and earlier flowering may be favored in resource-rich
environments, while slow growth and late flowering would be preferable in resource poor
environments because slower growth rates allow more efficient reutilization of P, and
later maturation a longer period for N fixation.
Plant growth and productivity are frequently limited by low phosphorus availability
(Smith 1990; Lynch and Deikman 1998; Fairhurst, Lefroy et al. 1999). Phosphate is
readily adsorbed to soil minerals, reducing both its availability (Comerford 1998), and
mobility in most soils (Barber 1995). In addition, the P cycle tends toward depletion over
time (Schlesinger 1991). Phosphorus diffuses very slowly in soils with diffusion rates of
10-7 to 10-9 cm-2 s-1 (Schenk and Barber 1979), but diffusion is the primary mode of P
transport to the roots. Mechanistic models estimate that over 90% of P acquired by plants
reaches the roots via diffusion (Barber 1995). Phosphorus uptake via diffusion is
maximized by increasing root exploration of virgin soil (which reduces the distance over
which P must diffuse to reach a root), and by increasing time during which diffusion may
occur. The reduction in vegetative (and hence root) growth that accompanies the
transition to reproductive growth has the potential to limit phosphorus acquisition, and
delaying reproduction might be disproportionately beneficial for phosphorus acquisition.
Annual plants in stressful conditions generally flower and mature earlier than in
benign conditions (Pigliucci and Schlichting 1995; Thies, Singleton et al. 1995; Dorn,
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Pyle et al. 2000; Gungula, Kling et al. 2003; Callahan and Pigliucci 2005). Several
models of plant phenology predict this response (Cohen 1976; Amir and Cohen 1990). In
contrast, the common response of plant phenology to low P is delay (Rossiter 1978;
Shepherd, Cooper et al. 1987; Marschner 1995; Rodriguez, Pomar et al. 1998; Ma,
Longnecker et al. 2002). We have shown that delayed phenology may be an adaptive
response to low P availability in Arabidopsis thaliana, by allowing more time for P
acquisition and utilization (Nord and Lynch 2008).
The degree to which nutrients in vegetative tissue can later be reallocated to
reproduction is important in determining how nutrient allocation to vegetative growth
affects subsequent reproduction. Nutrients are typically reallocated from leaves as part of
the leaf senescence program. Both N and P resorption from leaves can be highly efficient
with reported values of up to 90% (1992; Aerts 1996; Aerts and Chapin 2000). The high
rates of reproductive tissue growth in annuals should mean that sink strength would be
high, potentially increasing resorption efficiency. Just how this reallocation is affected by
P availability is unclear. In one study with common bean, leaf P remobilization occurred
earlier under P deficiency (Snapp and Lynch 1996).
It appears that root nutrients are not reallocated, or are reallocated with very low
efficiency. Aerts, Bakker, et al (1992) and Gordon (2000) report little or no resorption of
root nutrients. Roots of common bean retain P even when leaves and stems are
remobilizing P to seeds (Snapp and Lynch 1996), and do not exhibit programmed
senescence (Fisher, Eissenstat et al. 2002). Nitrogen demand is high during seed filling in
soybean, and cannot be fulfilled simply by remobilization (Vasilas, Nelson et al. 1995).
Considering that P harvest index (i.e., the ratio of P in seeds to P in non-seed aboveground biomass at maturity) in common beans is similar to N harvest index (Araujo and
Teixeira 2003), and that N fixation imposes additional P demands on the plant
(Marschner 1995; Araujo, Teixeira et al. 1998), root activity through seed-fill must be
maintained in legumes.
In a seminal paper, Cohen developed a framework for understanding why so many
plants exhibit a “bang-bang” reproductive strategy in which reproduction is delayed as
long as possible (Cohen 1971). Many other models have addressed the timing of life
history events, especially the timing of reproduction (reviewed by Iwasa (2000)). These
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have addressed the optimal responses to environmental variability (Amir and Cohen
1990; Rees, Sheppard et al. 1999) and the optimal allocation between root and shoot
when the primary role of the root is water acquisition (Iwasa and Roughgarden 1984).
Thornley’s series of models (Thornley 1972; Thornley 1972; Reynolds and Thornley
1982) addressing root and shoot partitioning based on relative abundance of carbon and
nitrogen are also useful examples of coordinated growth of root and shoot, although they
do not include the transition to reproductive growth.
Although several models have addressed the optimal phenology of reproduction in
plants, we are aware of none that have addressed the optimization of reproductive
phenology while considering the mobility and uptake dynamics of soil resources. Such a
model would be a useful tool for understanding the importance of phenological delays in
response to low-P environments. The consequences of low P for optimization of
reproductive phenology could be quite different than those of water or N limitation
because the mobility of P in soil differs markedly from those of water and nitrogen. In
addition, because P remobilized from leaves to seeds represents an important source of
seed nutrients, (potentially at a cost of photosynthetic capacity), the timing of leaf
senescence may be important in attempting to understand the observed phenological
responses to low P availability. Here we present a model of plant growth and resource
allocation, which considers P acquisition by roots, C acquisition by shoots, reproductive
growth and seed production, and leaf senescence. We use this model to test the
hypothesis that delayed reproduction in low-P environments can a beneficial response to
limitation of growth by a low-mobility soil nutrient. We also use the model to consider
under what conditions low-P may favor later reproduction.

METHODS
The model is a discrete time model that tracks daily changes in carbon (C) and
phosphorus (P) in each of 5 organ categories: root, stem, leaves, reproductive tissue
(excluding mature seeds), and (mature) seeds (Figure 3.1). Roots acquire P, stem and
leaves acquire C, and all tissues require both C and P for growth and C for respiration.
We assume that the ratio of C and P is fixed for each organ category, and that growth of
each organ category is limited either by the pool of acquired C or P available for growth.
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Here we present the processes in the model for simulation resource acquisition, resource
allocation, organ growth, survival, and senescence.
Table 3.1 summarizes the assumptions upon which the model is based, and Table 3.2
lists the parameters the model requires, and the values we used in our simulations. The
parameters are generally either easily measured, or estimable from easily obtained data.
The model was implemented and optimized in R (version 2.6 (R Development Core
Team 2008)).

Figure 3.1. Schematic of pools and flows of material critical controls in the model, as described in
the text. Note that reproductive organs are denoted by “Rep”.
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Resource Acquisition
Phosphorus acquisition at each time step (Pupt) is modeled as a function of maximal
P uptake rate per unit of root C, the rate of decline in P uptake with root age, and the size
and age distribution of the root C pool.
1
Pupt = Pmax " $ ( Pt#1
" rtCal1t#1 )

(1)

Where Pmax is the maximum P uptake rate, Pt is the efficiency of P uptake at time t,
and rtCalt is the!allocation of C to the root at time t.
Table 3.1: Summary of assumptions in the model.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

Growth only limited by C or P.
Fixed stoichiometry of C and P for each organ category
P uptake a function of P availability, root mass and age distribution, and the decline in P uptake
efficiency with root age. (Modeled as exponential decline to specified minimum value).
C fixation is a function of C availability, leaf mass and age distribution, and the decline in C fixation
efficiency of leaf tissue with age, which is modeled as a logistic decline to a specified minimum value.
C fixation has an upper limit imposed by canopy radius and leaf area index.
Leaf growth is limited by a maximum growth rate.
Reproductive allocation is null until a set time and increases linearly to unity at a second time.
Allocation to reproduction has priority.
Root and shoot allocation is flexible, based on the ratio of C and P available for allocation at each time
step, such that any excess of C increases allocation to root growth, and any excess of P increases
allocation to shoot growth.
Reproductive tissue is converted to mature seeds with a specified time delay and a specified efficiency.
Root resources cannot be reallocated.
The shoot organ category is divided between stem and leaf. Stem resources are not available for
reallocation.
A specified proportion of leaf organ resources are unavailable for reallocation.
Leaf resources move from the new leaf organ category to the old leaf organ category when C fixation
based on leaf age is less than respiration. Resources in the old leaf organ category can be reallocated at
a specified rate. Respiration of the old leaf organ category is reduced.
Beginning at a specified age, resources from new leaf organ category can be broken down and
reallocated at a specified rate.
If the C demand for respiration exceeds the C available, the rate of senescence can be increased to meet
the respiratory demand.
Growth respiration (the metabolic cost of tissue construction) is assumed to be equal for all organ
categories.

Older root segments acquire P at a reduced rate because of depletion of available P in
the rhizosphere, which results in the formation of depletion shells around the roots. The
maximal P uptake rate, and the root-age related decline in P acquisition at a given
concentration of soil P is estimated using the Barber-Cushman model (Barber 1995)(see
appendix A for the parameters used in the model). The Barber-Cushman model integrates
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Michaelis-Menten transport kinetics with water flux and nutrient diffusion processes in
the soil to estimate the nutrient uptake by a segment of root over time. We approximated
the decline in root efficiency over time (as estimated by the Barber-Cushman model) with
an exponential decline function, scaled to approach a minimum value within a set time.
We chose this form for its simplicity and general agreement with the decline in P uptake
as simulated by the Barber-Cushman model. The fractional P uptake rate for a root
segment of given age (Pt) is given by:
$ t"1 '
&
)
% Pt .min "1 (

$ 0.01 '
Pt = Pmin + (1" Pmin ) # &
)
% (1" Pmin ) (

(2)

where Pmin is the minimum acquisition rate of old tissue (as a fraction of Pmax), and Pt.min is
the time at which P is within 1% of Pmin. This use of the Barber-Cushman model provides

!

a relatively simple way to estimate the decline in P uptake caused by depletion, and a
way to estimate P uptake parameters that represent known soil characteristics. Note that
individual roots are not explicitly modeled – instead we model the size and age
distribution of the pool of root C.
Carbon acquisition at each time step is a function of maximal C fixation rate, leaf
mass, leaf age distribution, and the decline of leaf C fixation efficiency with age,
analogous to equation (1). The principal difference is that there are pools of ‘old’ leaf C
and P (leaf C or P enter the ‘old’ pool when C uptake is less than maintenance cost). The
fractional C assimilation rate of leaf tissue of a given age (At) was modeled with a scaled
logistic curve:

$ exp("gA # (t " k A ))
1+ exp("gA # (t1 " k A )) '
At = Amin + (1" Amin ) # &
#
)
exp("gA # (t1 " k A )) (
%1+ exp("gA # (t " k A ))

(3)

where Amin is the minimum efficiency of oldest leaves, gA is the steepness of the

!

efficiency decline, kA is the age at 50% of efficiency decline, and t1 is age at leaf
efficiency = 1 (we take t1 to be 1). This function was chosen for its smooth transitions (as
compared to a step function), and for its general agreement with available data on
temporal decline in leaf-level photosynthesis (Hensel, Grbic et al. 1993; Stessman, Miller
et al. 2002)
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There is an upper limit on daily C fixation in the model imposed by the maximum
effective leaf carbon. Maximum effective leaf carbon represents the limitation on light
interception imposed by shoot architecture. Maximum effective leaf carbon (ClfME) is the
carbon equivalent of the leaf area corresponding to the product of the maximum canopy
radius, maximum leaf area index, and the sum of the light incident on the canopy layers:
Clf ME = " # mcr 2 # Cden SLA # %

LAI max
l=1

(1$ ex)(l$1)

(4)

where Cden in tissue C density, SLA is specific leaf area, LAImax is maximum leaf area
index, mcr
! is maximum canopy radius, and ex is the light extinction by one layer of leaf
(assumed to be 0.65). Note that individual leaves are not explicitly modeled – rather, we
model the total size and age distribution of the pool of leaf C.
We assume that acquisition of C and P per unit C in the acquiring organ change only
as a result of P depletion and tissue aging, and the parameters that govern these processes
in the model are calculated on the basis of specific leaf area (SLA) and specific root
length (SRL), which we assume to be constant. We make this assumption for the sake of
simplicity and because we do not have data showing changes of both SRL and SLA in
Arabidopsis. However, both these parameters are known to exhibit ontogenetic variation
in plants, and can decrease by as much as 50% during the initial 30 days of growth in
maize (Drouet, Pages et al. 2004). To explore the importance of this simplifying
assumption, we tested an alternate version of the model in which the initial foraging
efficiency (C and P acquisition) was increased. This increase was a set factor which
declined linearly to 0 at a set time (we used 0.2 for the factor and 30 days for the time at
which foraging efficiency declines to its base value.
Resource Allocation
The C required for Maintenance respiration is removed from the pool of acquired C
before C is allocated for other processes. Maintenance respiration for each organ class is
the product of that class’ C pool and maintenance respiration rate. The only exception is
maintenance respiration for leaves, which is calculated in an analogous fashion to C
acquisition, scaling At between the leaf maintenance respiration (Rlf) and the ‘old’ leaf
maintenance respiration, given by the product of Rlf and the fractional rate for ‘old’ leaf
organs (Roldlf).
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Allocation to reproduction is zero until time of initiation of reproductive growth (T1),
and increases in a linear fashion to reach unity at the time of termination of vegetative
growth (T2). While allocation to reproduction is less than unity, the remainder is allocated
to vegetative growth as described below. We also limited the time between T1 and T2 to a
set value, TD. Small values of TD (TD ! 20) force a rapid and complete switch to
reproductive growth, while large values of TD (TD " 40) permit (but do not force) an
extended period of both reproductive and vegetative growth.
The partitioning of resources between root and shoot growth is broadly similar to the
model of Reynolds and Thornley (1982). At each time step, newly acquired C is pooled
with any C that was not utilized in growth or metabolism in the previous time step, and
the C required for maintenance metabolism is removed from this pool. The newly
acquired P is similarly pooled with any unutilized P remaining from the previous time
step. The ratio of available C to available P, normalized by the P and C allocation to
growth in the previous time step (referred to here as the internal resource ratio – IRR, Eq.
3.4) determines the ratio of allocation to root and shoot.
IRRt =

Cit " Palt#1
Pit " Calt#1

(5)

Ci is the pool of internally available carbon, Pi is the pool of internally available
phosphorus, Calt-1 and!Palt-1 are the carbon and phosphorus allocation to growth in the
previous time step. The fraction of resources allocated to roots (Frt) is given by:
Frt = (1" Frep ) #

IRR
(6)
IRR + 1 IRR

where Frep is the allocation fraction to reproductive organs, and IRR is given by
equation (5). The fraction
of resources allocated to stems and leaves is similar to equation
!
(6), but IRR in the numerator is replace by the inverse of IRR. For IRR > 1, available C is
in excess, growth is limited by P, and root growth is favored. For IRR < 1, available P is
in excess, growth is limited by C, and stem and leaf growth are favored.
Organ Growth
The C and P allocated to each organ class (root, stem, leaf, reproductive tissue, and
seeds) is incorporated into new tissue of each type on the basis of the C:P ratio and the C
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requirement for growth respiration of that organ class. The growth of the root C pool
(rtCalt) is given by:
#
&
rtCalt = Frt " min%% Cit
,Pit " CPrt ((
$ (1+ Rg )
'

(7)

where Rg is the growth respiration rate, CPrt is the root C:P ratio. Growth of other
organs is analogous,
but growth of stems and leaves is controlled by the allocation
!
fraction to stems and leaves (Fsht) and the fraction to stem (fstem) or the fraction to leaves
(1- fstem). Since C and P allocation to the organ classes is based on the ratio of overall C
and P allocation in the previous time step, and the incorporation of C and P into each
organ class depends on the C:P ratio of that organ class, there may be excess C or P that
is not incorporated into new growth. In addition, there is a maximum rate of leaf growth,
above which any C or P allocated to leaf growth is considered excess. Any excess C or P
resulting from these factors is stored until the next time step, when it is included in the Ci
or Pi terms in the calculation of IRR.
A fixed proportion of resources allocated to reproduction are converted into mature
seed (fsd), after a time delay (Tsd) representing the time required for floral growth,
pollination, and seed maturation. Viable seed is the cumulative sum of the product of
allocation to seed and the probability of surviving at each time step.
Survival
Survival was modeled by considering mortality to be a logistic function with halfmaximum and steepness parameters, normalized by mortality at 120 days:

St = 1"

exp(gS # (t " k S ))
1+ exp(gS # (t 0 " k S ))
#
(8)
1+ exp(gS # (t " k S ))
exp(gS # (t 0 " k S ))

where gS is a steepness parameter, kS is the half-minimum, and t0 is the time at which
survival = 0. In effect, we consider the first 120 days of a logistic curve that could be

!

longer than 120 days. For this reason the half-maximum parameter for the logistic
mortality function (kS) may not correspond to 50% survival. We considered 3 survival
scenarios, with kS values of 90, 100, and 160, which corresponded to 50% survival to 90,
98, and 113 days (See Figure 2). We refer to these scenarios as S90, S98, and S113.
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Figure 3.2. Three survival scenarios used in the sensitivity analysis, with 50% probability of
survival to 90, 98, and 113 days.

Senescence
There are two processes in the model for senescence and reallocation of resources in
the leaf organ category. The model considers two pools in the leaf organ category: ‘new’
leaf organs, for which the C fixation rate exceeds the respiration rate, and ‘old’ leaf
organs, for which the respiration rate exceeds the C fixation rate. The senescence of these
pools is distinct. In both cases, there is a pool of leaf resources that cannot be reallocated
(the fixed leaf fraction, ffix), and leaf resources in excess of the fixed leaf fraction are
reallocated at a specified rate (sen). Carbon and P in the ‘old’ leaf pool are subject to
reallocation (controlled by the above mentioned rules) as leaf resources enter this pool.
Conceptually, this mimics the aging and senescence of individual leaves. Senescence of
the ‘new’ leaf organ category mimics the programmed senescence of the entire canopy.
This process begins at a specified time (T3) and proceeds at the specified rate of
senescence. Removal of C and P from the two leaf organ pools caused by reallocation
from senescent tissue is accounted for in later time steps in the calculation of C
acquisition and maintenance metabolism of the leaf organ class. We assumed that
programmed senescence does not begin until after initiation of reproductive growth (T3 "
T1).
Senescence of the both leaf pools can also be altered by metabolic demand. If the C
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demand for maintenance exceeds the available C, the rate of senescence of the ‘old’ leaf
organ category is increased to free enough C to meet the respiratory demand (up to a
specified maximum rate, senmax). If increasing the rate of senescence of the ‘old’ leaf pool
is insufficient to meet respiration demands, the ‘new’ leaf organ category senescence rate
is increased, even before T3, up to the specified maximum. C and P are reallocated from
these pools at each time step after senescence begins at a fixed rate, so that the
reallocation of C and P from leaves decays in an exponential fashion. Note that all
senescence processes deal with reallocation of resources, but do not consider abscission
of organs – we assume that all organs are retained.
Optimization
We optimized the model over the three phenology parameters that control initiation of
reproduction (T1), termination of vegetative growth (T2), and initiation of programmed
senescence (T3), to find the phenology that resulted in the maximum size of the pool of C
in viable (surviving) seeds. We allowed these parameters to have any value between 20
and 120 days, subject to the limits discussed above (T3 " T1, T2 " T1 + TD). To avoid the
computational load of testing all possible combinations of T1, T2 , and T3, we used a 2step search algorithm for each parameter. For a given combination of initiation of
reproduction and termination of vegetative growth, the optimal initiation of senescence
was determined using this 2-step algorithm. First, the whole range of possible initiation
of senescence values was searched in coarse steps of 11 days. Then a smaller range
(about 8-16 days) centered on the best value from the coarse search was searched with
steps of 1 day. The whole range of initiation of reproduction and termination of
vegetative growth values was similarly searched, first in coarse steps and then steps of
one day. In practice, this procedure required about 6000-8000 iterations of the model to
find the optimal phenology. The model is deterministic in treatment of survival. For this
reason, the response of simulated plants to survivorship scenarios is best understood as a
population level, evolutionary response rather than as an individual response.
We analyzed the sensitivity of the model to input parameters in several ways. Since
we expected the major cost to delayed reproduction would be increased risk of mortality,
we compared optimal phenology in high-P (50 µM) and low-P (3 µM) for three survival
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scenarios with P uptake parameters (maximum uptake rate, minimum uptake rate, and
time of minimal uptake), corresponding to 5 values of effective diffusion rate (De) of P in
soil. The survival scenarios ranged from 50% survival at 113 days to 90 days (Fig 2), and
the P uptake parameters corresponded to De from 1x10-9 to 1x10-7 cm2s-1, the range given
by Schenk and Barber (Schenk and Barber 1979)
To determine sensitivity of plant growth and allocation simulated by the model to the
parameters used, we varied each parameter by 10% above and below the base value, and
determined the optimal phenology and yield for that scenario.
We tested two minor alterations to the structure of the model to test whether plants
that continue vegetative growth concurrent with reproductive growth (referred to as
“Indeterminate”) differ in their phenological and yield responses to low-P compared with
plants that exhibit a nearly complete switch to reproductive growth (referred to as
“Determinate”). For the first test of “indeterminate” growth, we relaxed the limitation on
the length of the transition from vegetative to reproductive growth, by increasing TD from
10 (“Determinate” growth) to 120, which allowed the reproductive transition to be much
longer.
For the second test of “indeterminate” growth, we assume that plants reserve a
fraction of resources for vegetative growth throughout their growth (in the base model we
assume that at some point all resources allocated to growth will be allocated to
reproductive growth). Such continued allocation to vegetative growth might allow
additional acquisition of limiting resources. In order to test this, we modified the model
so that 5, 10, or 15% of growth resources were withheld from reproductive growth. We
determined the optimal phenology for both high- and low-P plants for each of these
scenarios.
Parameterization
In principle this model should be widely applicable to monocarpic annuals. Here we
present a parameterization of the model for Arabidopsis thaliana. Most of the necessary
parameters were calculated from data collected in an earlier experiment (Nord and Lynch
2008), but several parameters were estimated (for Arabidopsis) from the literature (see
Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2. Description of parameters in the model, the parameter values used in simulation, and
the sources of the parameters.
Name

Description

LP

CPrt

Root C:P ratio

160

HP
80

CPstm

Stem C:P ratio

130

60

CPlf

Leaf C:P ratio

130

60

CPrep

Reproductive C:P ratio

90

60

CPsd
fstem
P
Pmin
Pt.min
Amax
Amin
gA
kA

Source

Empirical data from Nord and Lynch (2008).

Seed C:P ratio
80
70
Fraction of shoot biomass
0.05
0.05
in stem
Max. P uptake rate
0.00102 0.00273
(mg P mg RtC-1 d -1)
Min. P uptake rate
0.922
0.988
(fraction of max.)
Time of min. P uptake (d)
15
Max. C assimilation
0.463
(mg C mg leafC-1 d-1)
Min. C assimilation
0.01
(fraction of max.)
Steepness of C assimilation
0.3
decline
C assimilation half-max (d)
20

15

Maximal photosynthetic rate from Hensel et al
(1993), converted from area to Carbon basis.
Minimum, steepness, and half-maximum of
decline in photosynthesis estimated by fitting a
logistic equation to data from two sources
(Hensel, Grbic et al. 1993; Stessman, Miller et al.
2002). See Equation 3.2.

0.463
0.01
0.3
20

Arep

C assimilation of
reproductive organs
(fraction of A )

Rrt

Root maintenance resp.

0.0643 0.0643

Rstm

Stem maint. Resp.

0.0643 0.0643

Rlf

Leaf maint. Resp.

0.0643 0.0643

Rrep

Reprod. Maint. Resp.

0.0643 0.0643

0.15

P uptake parameters are an approximation of the
uptake curve predicted by the Barber-Cushman
model of soil nutrient uptake (Barber 1995). See
Equation 3.1 and Appendix B.

0.15

Estimated by varying this parameter from 0 to 0.3.
Greatest response was between 0 and 0.1 (not
shown). Considering the area of cauline leaves, 0.1
appeared to be a low estimate.
All respiration rates in mgC mgC-1 d-1. Values
from Florez-Sarasa et al (2007), Figure 2B), and
were converted from a biomass to a C basis
assuming a C density of 0.376, yielding a value
of 0.0643.

Growth respiration
0.1932 0.1932
Rg
Respiration rate for old leaf
This value is an educated estimate. Sensitivity to this
0.3
0.3
Roldlf
tissue (fraction)
parameter is low.
Estimated from Nord and Lynch (2008). This value
10
10
should approximate the mean time from resource
Tsd Time lag to mature seed (d)
allocation to seed maturity.
Fraction of reproductive
0.42
0.39 Empirical data from Nord and Lynch (2008).
Fsd
resources in seeds
Steepness of decline in
The factors inducing mortality are likely to be
0.1
0.1
GS
survival
highly site and species specific; these values
were chosen to create significant risk in late
Survival half-max
100
100
KS
season.
Fixed leaf cost (fraction)
0.42
0.65
ffix
Initial rate of resource
Sen
0.1
0.1
remobilization (d-1)
Max. rate of resource
msen
0.3
0.3
Empirical data from Nord and Lynch (2008).
remobilization (d-1)
Max. shoot growth rate
msgr
14
28
(mgC d-1)
mcr
Max. canopy radius (cm)
6
6

LAImax

Max. leaf area index (LAI)

4

4

Values of 3 or 4 are commonly used in crop models,
but from 3 to 4 the C uptake changes little.

TD

Max. reproductive transition
length

10

10

Chosen to mimic determinate reproductive growth.
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RESULTS
The model simulated plant growth and partitioning, producing approximately logistic
carbon accumulation curves (Figure 3.3A, B), and increased proportional allocation to
root growth in low-P conditions. Model plants balanced acquisition of C and P during
vegetative growth, but acquired accumulated excess quantities of the non-limiting
resource during reproductive growth, when root and leaf growth was limited by
allocation of resources to reproduction (Figure 3.4). In low-P, excess C was later utilized
once vegetative growth ended and the metabolic demands of tissue maintenance
increased while C fixation declined (Figure 3.4B). Plant growth as simulated by the
model was highly sensitive to P availability. At P uptake parameters corresponding to 2
µM P, model plants were unable to achieve significant growth (not shown).

Figure 3.3. Allocation and growth as simulated by the model in (A) 50 µM P (high P) and (B) 3
µM P (low P). These are based on the standard parameters (Table 3.2), with De = 1.0*10-8, and
optimal phenology. Note that the y-axis scale differs between the two panels. The optimal
phenology in high P was: initiate reproduction at 82 days, terminate vegetative growth at 89 days,
and begin senescence at 105 days. For low P, these values were 87, 88, and 114.

The optimal phenology in High-P, given the base parameters (Table 3.2) was to begin
reproduction at 82 days, end vegetative growth at 89 days, and begin programmed
senescence at 105 days. In the low-P conditions, these values were 87, 88, and 114,
respectively. For this case then, optimal phenology leads to delayed reproduction in lowP. Over the 110 parameter combinations used in the sensitivity analysis, the average (SE)
optimal initiation of reproductive growth in high-P was 82.3 (0.16) days, compared to
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86.7 (0.15) in low-P. Average termination of vegetative growth was 90.9 (0.23) days in
high-, compared to 88.3 (0.26) days in low-P.

Figure 3.4 Excess Carbon and phosphorus as simulated by the model in (A) 50 µM P (high P) and
(B) 3 µM P (low P). Excess C (solid line) and P (dashed line) accumulate after reproductive
growth begins, and the model plant has less flexibility in allocation.

Changes in optimal phenology in response to P availability were quite sensitive to the
distribution of mortality risk during the growing season. The optimal phenology in low-P
was at least 1 day later than for high-P in 10 of the 15 combinations of survival
probabilities and De values we tested. For survival scenario S113 (50% probability of
survival to 113 days), reproduction in low-P was later than in high-P across the range of
P mobility we considered (Figure 3.5A). For survival scenario S98, reproduction in low-P
was later than in high-P for De values of 3x10-9 and greater (Figure 3.5A), and for
scenario S90, reproduction in low-P was later than in high-P only for De values greater
than 3x10-8 and greater (Figure 3.5A).
Increasing mortality risk earlier in the season uniformly decreased yield, both in highand low-P (Figure 3.5B). Changes in P uptake corresponding to decreasing the value of
De had little effect on yield in high-P; for high-P the ratios of greatest (for De 1.0 x 10-7)
to least (for De 1.0 x 10-9) yield were 1.11, 1.07, and 1.02 (for S90, S98, and S113). In
contrast, decreasing De dramatically reduced yield in low P, especially below De values
of 1.0 x 10-8; for low-P the ratios of De 1.0 x 10-7 to De 1.0 x 10-9 yield were 22.3, 27.4,
and 39.1. This sensitivity of low-P yield to mobility of P in soil is demonstrated in the
ratio of low-P to high-P yields (Figure 3.5B), which decline from 0.3-0.5 (for De 1.0 x
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10-7) to about 0.014 (for De 1.0 x 10-9).

Figure 3.5. Probability of survival and phosphorus diffusivity affect: (A) optimal age of initiation
of reproduction, and (B) yield for simulated Arabidopsis in low-P (3 µM) and high-P (50 µM).
Simulations were carried out over a range of values of effective phosphorus diffusion rates
(1.0*10-9 to 1.0*10-7) and with 3 survival profiles with 50% probability of surviving to: 113, 98,
or 90 days (S113, S98, and S90). Note the y axis of panel B is log scale.

Optimal phenology and yield as simulated by the model was sensitive to several of
the input parameters. We considered the model to be sensitive to a parameter if a 10%
change in that parameter yielded a change in response of >5%. In high P, there were 5
parameters that affected phenology, and 13 parameters that affected yield. In low P, there
were 18 parameters that affected phenology, and 12 parameters that affected yield. In
general, yield responses were larger than phenology responses; no parameters produced
changes of greater than 9% in phenology, while 8 parameters affected yield by at least
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10% (in high-P and low-P).
In both high-P and low-P, increasing probability of survival (increasing kS) or
increasing the maximal C assimilation rate (Amax) increased yield dramatically (by > 50%,
Figure 3.6A, 3.7A). Somewhat more modest increases in yield (20-50%) resulted from
reduction in the decline of C assimilation with leaf age (increasing kA), and from
reduction in the P content for roots and leaves (CPrt and CPlf). Modest increases in yield
(~10%) resulted from decreasing the maintenance respiration of reproductive organs
(Rrep) and leaves (Rlf). Increasing the conversion of reproductive organs into seed (fsd)
caused minor (5-10%) increases in yield. These are all factors which increase either
survivorship, resource acquisition, or conversion of resources into yield.

Figure 3.6. Sensitivity of yield (A) and termination of vegetative growth (T2) (B) to variation of
input parameters for simulated growth in 50 µM P (high-P). The input ratio is the ratio of the
parameter value used to the base parameter value (see in Table 3.2). In order to facilitate
presentation of the results, parameters with similar responses have been grouped together. The Y
axis in all panels is the fractional difference in the response (fractional difference of 0.6 = 60%
increase).

There were several differences between high- and low-P in sensitivity of yield. The
largest difference was that decreases in time required for seed production (Tsd) and in the
maintenance respiration rate of roots (Rrt) caused larger yield increases in low- than in
high-P (~20% in low-P vs ~10% in high-P). Increasing maximum canopy size (mcr) and
the C assimilation rate for reproductive organs (Arep) increased yield in high-, but not in
low- P. Increasing the C content of reproductive tissue (CPrep) resulted in modest
increases in yield in low-, but not in high-P. These patterns reflect the C limitation of
high-P and the P limitation of low-P model plants.
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Figure 3.7 Sensitivity of yield (A), initiation of reproduction (T1), termination of vegetative
growth (T2), and initiation of programmed senescence (T3; C) to 10% variation in input
parameters in 3 µM P (low P). The input ratio is the ratio of the parameter value used to the base
parameter value (see Table 3.2). In order to facilitate presentation of the results, parameters with
similar responses have been grouped together. The Y axis in all panels is the fractional difference
in the response (fractional difference of 0.6 = 60% increase).

While simulated yield responses to variation in parameter values tended to be linear,
the responses of simulated phenology tended to be curvilinear. This reflects the greater
number of constraints on phenology (T1 < T2 ! TD of T1, and T3 " T1). In high-P,
termination of vegetative growth (T2) was the only phenological parameter to exhibit
sensitivity to 10% variation in parameters. Reducing the decline in C assimilation with
leaf age (increasing kA), increasing the C assimilation of reproductive tissue (Arep), and
decreasing the P content of roots (increasing CPrt) all decreased T2 (Figure 3.6B). T2 was
also decreased by increasing the fraction of leaf organs that can be remobilized
(decreasing ffix) and by reducing the P content of reproductive tissue (CPrep).
In low-P, reducing probability of survival accelerated phenology (reduction of T1, T2,
and T3) (Figure 3.7B). Decreasing the C assimilation of reproductive tissue (Arep) delayed
termination of vegetative growth. Initiation of senescence (T3) was reduced by several
parameter changes (Figure 3.7B), but was not delayed by any of the parameters.
Allowing an extended period of transition from vegetative to reproductive growth,
(“indeterminate” growth) altered the phenology and yield of simulated Arabidopsis in
high- and low-P growth conditions (Figure 3.8). In general, the effects of “indeterminate”
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growth were more pronounced on low- than on high-P plants, and were more pronounced
with lower values of De. Initiation of reproduction (T1) was 15-20 days earlier for
“indeterminate” growth in high-P, but ranged from 18 to 27 days earlier in low-P (Figure
3.8A). In both cases, lower early-season survival (S90) also promoted early reproduction.
The length of the reproductive transition (T2 – T1) was much greater in low- than in highP (Figure 3.8B). In low-P transition length was greater for lower values of De, and
increased with probability of early season mortality (S90 > S98 > S113). In high-P,
transition length was much less sensitive to De and risk. Yield was consistently increased
for “indeterminate” growth (Figure 3.8C). In high-P, longer survival (S113) increased the
benefit of “indeterminate” growth more (yield increase of ~ 50% vs ~30% for S98 and
S90). In low-P, “indeterminate” growth increased yield from ~10% (S113) to ~40%
(S90) for values of De > 1.0 * 10-8, but increased yield from ~80% (S113) to ~120%
(S90) for De = 1.0 * 10-9. In low-P, the conditions which had the lowest yield benefited
most from indeterminate growth.
Optimal phenology and yield, in both high- and low-P, were affected when we
assumed that plants retain some capacity for vegetative growth in the reproductive phase,
though the effects were modest (<7%) with the exception of yield responses in high-P
(Table 3.3). Decreasing the maximum allocation to reproduction from 1 (the base model)
to 0.85, we find that yield in high-P was modestly increased (~20%), while in low-P yield
was increased only by ~7%. Initiation of reproduction (T1) was slightly earlier in low-P,
but hardly altered in high-P. Termination of vegetative growth (T2) was delayed slightly
in low-P, and accelerated in high-P. As a result, the transition from vegetative to
reproductive growth was longer in low-P, and shorter in high-P. Initiation of programmed
senescence was unaffected in both high- and low P.
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Figure 3.8. Prolonged transition to reproduction (“Indeterminate” growth) alters phenology (A
and B) and yield (C) in simulated Arabidopsis. In panels A and B the Y axis is the difference
between “indeterminate” and “determinate” growth scenarios; negative value: “indeterminate” <
”determinate”. In panel C the Y axis is the ratio of simulated yields;
“indeterminate”:“determinate”. The extent of the effect of a prolonged reproductive transition
depends on timing of mortality risk (50% survival to 113, 98, or 90 days) and on the diffusivity of
phosphorus (De = 1.0e-09 – 1.0e-07).
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Table 3.3. Effect of limiting maximum allocation to reproduction (maxrep) on yield and
phenology - initiation of reproduction, (T1) and termination of vegetative growth (T2) in
simulated Arabidopsis in low-P (3 µM) and high-P (50 µM). Data are shown as fractional
differences (fractional difference of 0.6 = 60% increase).
P availability
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High

Maximum reproductive
0.95
0.90
-- Yield -0.007
0.027
0.038
0.130
-- T1 --0.046
-0.023
0.000
0.000
-- T2 -0.057
0.023
-0.022
-0.011

fraction
0.85
0.066
0.198
-0.057
-0.012
0.045
-0.022

Increasing initial foraging efficiency of roots and shoots by 20% (declining to 0 at 30
days) increased yield by 24 -34% (in high- and low-P respectively; Table 3.4). Greater
initial foraging efficiency had minor effects on phenology. In high-P, the three phenology
parameters were approximately 3 days earlier (differences of 3-4%). In low-P, the
differences were much smaller (less than 1%). In high-P the yield increase due to
increased initial foraging efficiency is generally unresponsive to De, but varies with
mortality risk, with greatest increases in yield occurring with earliest mortality risk (S90;
Figure 3.9). In low-P, mortality risk had little effect on the yield response to increased
initial foraging efficiency, while the yield response increased with increasing values of
De.
Table 3.4. Effect of increasing initial foraging efficiency of roots and shoots on phenology and
yield of simulated Arabidopsis in low-P (3 µM) and high-P (50 µM). Data shown are differences
in phenology between scenario with initial foraging increase (“boost”) and the base scenario (“no
boost”), in days, and the ratio of yield between the scenario with initial foraging increase and the
base scenarios. T1, T2, and T3 are ages at initiation of reproduction, termination of vegetative
growth, and programmed senescence, respectively.
P
availability
High
Low

-- Mean over all values of kS and De -Yield
" T1
" T2
" T3
ratio
-3.2
-3
-2.87
1.24
0.13
0.13
0.2
1.34
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Figure 3.9. Yield increases caused by greater initial foraging efficiency (“boost”) differ between
high- and low-P in simulated Arabidopsis. Y axis is the ratio of yield in the “boost” to “no boost”
scenarios (“no boost” = base model). Mortality risk affects yield responses more strongly in highP, while De affects yield responses in low-P.

DISCUSSION
The model we present captures many of the essential features of growth and
partitioning of resources between root and shoot growth in P stressed plants. Simulated
low-P plants were smaller in size, with proportionally larger roots than high-P plants
(Figure 3.3). Low-P plants reproduced later than high-P plants in 10 of 15 scenarios of
survival probability and phosphorus mobility (Figure 3.5).
Simulated plant C acquisition (used as an estimate of biomass) was quite consistent
with our expectations, based on observed growth of Arabidopsis (Nord and Lynch 2008).
In the simulated low-P conditions (3 µM) C acquisition nearly matching the lower end of
the biomass range we previously observed (250 vs 270-1100 mg C). In the simulated
high-P conditions (50 µM), plant C acquisition was within the range we expected (1100
vs 300-1400 mg C). Simulated phenology was substantially later than the observed
bolting phenology of 55 days in high P and 67 in low P (Nord and Lynch 2008).
However, simulated phenology was very sensitive to mortality risk, and the risk scenarios
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used in this model are essentially arbitrary.
There are several factors which may explain this slow period of initial growth. First,
this may reflect the fact that the C assimilation parameters and respiration parameters
came from literature reports, and reflect different growth conditions – the Amax may be
lower and respiration values may be higher then would be found in the plants from which
we estimated the Pmax and C:P ratios (CPXX). Second, the model assumes that static Amax,
Pmax, and respiration rates, but these may all exhibit ontogenetic variability. Amax and Pmax
are likely to be greater in younger plants, based on changes in SRL and SLA (Drouet,
Pages et al. 2004), and may also differ between high-P and low-P. The scenario of greater
initial foraging efficiency we tested is a crude approximation of these changes, yet results
in substantial increases in yield, though only limited changes in phenology. Third, we
assume that the C:P ratio of organs is fixed, though it clearly varies with time in our
previous observations (see Figure 2.7). Furthermore, internal P redistribution has been
shown to be important in low-P environments (Wissuwa 2003). The above factors may
permit greater growth in low-P.
The insensitivity of phenology and yield in high-P to mobility of P in soil (De) is
unsurprising – in high-P, growth should be C limited, not P limited. The nearinsensitivity of phenology in high-P to mortality risk is somewhat surprising. In high-P
phenology is generally sufficiently early that even in the earliest risk scenario (S90),
reproductive growth only begins one day earlier. This is likely a consequence of a tradeoff with plant size, and may reflect the long period of slow initial growth predicted by the
model. In contrast, because of the diffusion-limitation of P acquisition, optimal
phenology in low-P is generally later than in high-P, and as a consequence is much more
sensitive to changes in mortality risk.
The optimal phenological response to low-P depends on the nature of the mortality
risk that plants face (Figure 3.5A). Greater mortality risk early in the growing season
accelerated phenology for low-P plants (low-P T1 declines in the order S113, S98, S90),
particularly for scenarios of very low P mobility (De < 1.0 * 10-8). This makes sense;
marginal P uptake per day of delay is greater when phosphate diffuses more rapidly, so at
higher De, the benefit of delaying is greater, and so the cost required to offset it is also
greater. We considered only risk of mortality, and have not considered the effects of sub55

lethal injuries, such as may be caused by herbivory.
The extreme suppression of growth in low P with very low De highlights the
important role root metabolic costs play in controlling plant phenology (Figure 3.5C).
Under these conditions, simulated plants acquired about 2% of the resources they could
acquire at greater De, and about 0.5% of what they acquired in high P. This was because
P uptake was so low in these conditions that fewer resources were allocated to shoot
growth. This resulted in a greater root respiration demand, and consequently less
resources available for reproductive growth. This is illustrated by the greater sensitivity
of yield to root respiration (Rrt) in low-P compared high-P (Figure 3.6A and 3.7A). This
is in agreement with other reports of the importance of root respiration, especially in lowP environments (Fan, Zhu et al. 2003; Lynch and Ho 2005).
The decline in photosynthetic capacity in older leaves causes a dependence on new
leaves for C fixation. This, together with the increased metabolic costs associated with
greater biomass explains much of the variation in the length of the vegetativereproductive transition when the length of this transition was not constrained (Figure
3.8B). At greater phosphate mobility (De), greater biomass can be attained. When
mortalitys risk occur later in the season, maintaining photosynthetic capacity to meet
metabolic demand requires delaying the termination of vegetative growth, resulting in a
longer transition from vegetative to reproductive growth. There is substantial evidence
for a graded transition to reproductive growth, both as a response to risk of mortality
(King and Roughgarden 1982), and as a physiological limitation imposed by small initial
sink size of reproductive organs (Kozlowski and Ziolko 1988). Prolonging the transition
from vegetative to reproductive growth generally yielded larger increases in simulated
seed biomass than limiting maximum allocation to reproduction (Figure 3.8C, Table 3.3).
Given the greater benefit of prolonged transition to reproduction in scenarios of very low
P mobility, we may expect to find this trait in plants adapted to soils in which P diffusion
is reduced. However, conditions which may reduce P diffusion are likely to affect plant
growth in other ways. For example, lower volumetric water content at a given soil water
potential reduces diffusivity of P, but also may increase susceptibility to drought; greater
content of strongly P adsorbing minerals could reduce diffusivity of P, but is also likely
to reduce availability of P (Marschner 1995).
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Given the importance of metabolic costs (yield was sensitive to respiration rates of
roots, leaves, and reproductive organs, Figure 3.6A, 3.7A), the absence of leaf abscission
may be problematic, as a pool of old, inefficient leaf tissue continues to burden the plant.
However, if this were the case, we would expect that yield or phenology might respond to
changing the fractional rate of respiration for old leaves (Roldlf), which it did not. We
assume that there is no remobilization of resources from roots, and we do not consider
any processes of root pruning or abscission. Given the metabolic cost of maintaining
roots, and the lower acquisition of P by older roots, root abcission or pruning could
reduce the metabolic cost of root maintenance with little effect on P acquisition.
The model assumes that excess C and P beyond that incorporated into plant organ
growth is retained for future use, and does not affect the plant in ways other than altering
resource allocation patterns. As a consequence, excess P can accumulate to high levels in
the model plants (Figure 3.4A). This would be limited in real plants, where high internal
concentrations of P tend to reduce the P uptake rate (Marschner 1995). Similarly,
accumulation of excess C (Figure 3.4B) might inhibit photosynthesis.
We assume a linear transition from vegetative to reproductive growth for the sake of
simplicity, but a logistic function or some more complex form may be a better
approximation. A more desirable approach would be one in which reproductive tissue
competes with root and shoot resource demand based on sink strength. However, this
would require a substantially more complex model.
For the sake of simplicity, we have overlooked several potentially important
processes related to seed filling. We assume that C and P allocated to reproduction are
incorporated into seeds in the same ratio and with no additional metabolic cost.
Additionally, the assumption that all resources allocated to reproduction experience the
same time lag before incorporation into mature seeds is quite unrealistic. Resources
initially invested in floral growth will have the longest time lag from incorporation into
reproductive organs to incorporation of mature seeds, while resources invested during
seed fill may have very short lag times. Size and ripening characteristics of the fruit are
also likely to affect this lag time. Finally, we assume that resource allocation is the only
factor determining optimal reproductive timing. This is also an oversimplification,
particularly for species that depend on other organisms for pollination or seed dispersal
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services.
The root and shoot partitioning based on increasing the acquisition of the limiting
nutrient, (“Balanced Growth”) is a central assumption of this model. This may be a gross
oversimplification (Reich 2002). However, this approach seems preferable to some of the
optimization based partitioning models, as it is based only on current conditions
(Reynolds and Chen 1996).
The prevalence of low-P soils world-wide, and the emerging evidence of the
alteration of plant phenology in response to global climate change suggests that
phenological responses of plants to low-P may be of some importance. Lengthened
growing seasons resulting from global change may allow increased phenological delay,
which may benefit plant in low-P soils. However, changes in patterns of precipitation are
likely to increase the risk of drought in some areas, which may increase risk of mortality.
Finally, we note that low-P soils are common in subsistence agricultural systems, where
fertilizer use is generally low. Understanding the role of phenology in adaptation to low-P
soils may be beneficial in the effort to develop crop varieties suited to low-input
agricultural systems on such soils.
In conclusion, we have shown that delayed reproduction, which has been observed in
plants growing in low-P soil, can be understood as a beneficial response that allows for
increased acquisition and utilization of P. However, the benefit a plant is able to derive
from delaying reproduction in low-P conditions is strongly constrained by the temporal
distribution of mortality risk. As a consequence, we hypothesize that plants adapted to
environments in which risk of mortality is more variable should exhibit less phenological
delay in response to low-P than plants in more benign environments. We also hypothesize
that a more prolonged period of transition from vegetative to reproductive growth may be
found in plant adapted to soils with lower diffusivity of P.
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CHAPTER 4: PHENOLOGICAL TUG OF WAR: LOW
PHOSPHORUS AVAILABILITY AND ELEVATED CO2 ALTER
PHENOLOGY IN ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA.
ABSTRACT
Elevated atmospheric CO2 generally increases plant growth rates, and sometimes
accelerates phenology. Low soil phosphorus (P) availability delays reproduction,
increasing the duration of root foraging, and thereby P acquisition. We hypothesized that
in elevated CO2 and low P, any acceleration of phenology caused by elevated CO2 might
be detrimental for P acquisition. Alternately, increased photosynthesis in elevated CO2
might reduce the cost of root growth and maintenance, thereby increasing root foraging
by reducing relative tissue maintenance costs. To test these ideas, we grew two genotypes
of Arabidopsis thaliana in P sufficient and P deficient soil in elevated and ambient CO2.
Growth of the early maturing genotype was more responsive both to elevated CO2 and
low P than the late maturing genotype. Low P delayed bolting in both CO2 treatments.
The genotypes responded differently to elevated CO2 – the late genotype accelerated
maturity, while the early genotype did not respond. Root biomass increased in elevated
CO2, but P acquisition was not affected. The delayed reproduction that was adaptive in
low P reduced the reproductive growth phase when plants accelerated maturity in
response to elevated CO2.
Elevated atmospheric CO2 generally increases plant growth rates, and sometimes
accelerates phenology. Low soil phosphorus (P) availability delays reproduction,
increasing the duration of root foraging, and thereby P acquisition. We hypothesized that
in elevated CO2 and low P, any acceleration of phenology caused by elevated CO2 might
be detrimental for P acquisition. Alternately, increased photosynthesis in elevated CO2
might reduce the cost of root growth and maintenance, thereby increasing root foraging
by reducing relative tissue maintenance costs. To test these ideas, we grew two genotypes
of Arabidopsis thaliana in P sufficient and P deficient soil in elevated and ambient CO2.
Growth of the early maturing genotype was more responsive both to elevated CO2 and
low P than the late maturing genotype. Low P delayed bolting in both CO2 treatments.
The genotypes responded differently to elevated CO2 – the late genotype accelerated
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maturity, while the early genotype did not respond. Root biomass increased in elevated
CO2, but P acquisition was not affected. The delayed reproduction that was adaptive in
low P reduced the reproductive growth phase when plants accelerated maturity in
response to elevated CO2.

INTRODUCTION
The effects of global climate change on phenology will have important consequences
for plant fitness in future climates. This is especially true when phenological shifts affect
the ability of plants to acquire and use water and mineral nutrients, which limit plant
productivity in many terrestrial ecosystems. We focus here on low soil phosphorus
availability (low P) as a principal limitation to plant growth on earth. Low P is especially
acute in weathered soils that support most of the earth’s vegetation (Lynch and Deikman
1998; Fairhurst, Lefroy et al. 1999). We estimate that at least 56% of the vegetated areas
of the earth’s land surface has native phosphorus availability of less than 12 ppm (Lynch,
Jaramillo et al. 2006).
Reproductive phenology can have important effects on plant resource acquisition.
The optimal timing of reproduction is a tradeoff between the increased mortality risk later
in the growing season and the additional resources acquired during prolonged vegetative
growth. We have shown that delayed reproduction can be adaptive in low P (Nord and
Lynch 2008). The value of delayed reproduction in low P arises from the low availability
(Comerford 1998), and mobility (Barber 1995) of phosphorus in soils. Delayed
reproduction permitted the development of greater root length (allowing exploration of a
greater volume of soil), resulting in enhanced phosphorus acquisition and growth, with up
to 30 % of yield in Arabidopsis thaliana in low P attributable to delayed phenology.
Plant phenology is known to respond both to climate and soil fertility. Changes in
plant phenology associated with temperature change are well documented. Earlier spring
green-up – germination of annuals and new leaf production in perennials – is one
reported response (Root, Price et al. 2003; Badeck, Bondeau et al. 2004), earlier
flowering is another (Fitter and Fitter 2002; Root, Price et al. 2003). Delays in phenology
of reproduction and senescence have been reported in low P in Arabidopsis (Dorn, Pyle
et al. 2000; Callahan and Pigliucci 2005; Nord and Lynch 2008), maize (Gungula, Kling
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et al. 2003), bean (Rosales-Serna, Kohashi-Shibata et al. 2004), clover (Rossiter 1978),
wheat (Rodriguez, Pomar et al. 1998), and barley (Shepherd, Cooper et al. 1987). Among
cultivated species, elevated CO2 generally accelerates phenology, but in wild species, a
range of responses from acceleration to delay have been reported (Springer and Ward
2007). No clear explanation has emerged for this range of responses.
Considering the range of phenological responses to elevated CO2, a more careful
exploration of the interaction of plant nutrition with elevated CO2 is warranted. Soil
related nutrition differences do affect phenology (Marschner 1995), but apart from N,
these interactions have received little attention (Lynch and St Clair 2004). We are aware
of few studies that have considered the interaction of elevated CO2 and phosphorus
availability on flowering phenology. Seneweera et al (1994) found that elevated CO2 and
supplemental P accelerated phenology in O. sativa (rice). Similarly, few studies have
considered the role of plant phenology in responses to elevated CO2. Lewis et al (2003)
found that early flowering Xanthium strumarium were less responsive to elevated CO2
than later-flowering ecotypes. We have shown that delayed phenology under low P
improves P acquisition and growth (Nord and Lynch 2008). Interactions of low P and
elevated CO2 on phenology and growth are unknown. If reproduction is accelerated by
elevated CO2, plants may become more sensitive to low-P. Alternatively, the value of
delayed phenology may be reduced if elevated CO2 increases the ability of plants to
acquire P by increasing root growth. We pose the following questions:
1. Do elevated CO2 and low P have interacting effects on phenology?
2. Does elevated CO2 permit increased phosphorus acquisition in low-P plants by
permitting increased root foraging, or does acceleration of phenology reduce root
foraging?
To address these questions, we grew two genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana in
sufficient and deficient phosphorus soil in ambient and elevated CO2 in continuously
stirred reactor chambers in a greenhouse. We measured carbon exchange, biomass and
phosphorus acquisition, root length, and phenology of bolting and senescence.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS
Environmental Control
We used eight continuously stirred reactor chambers in a climate-controlled
greenhouse in University Park, PA, USA (40º49’ N, 77º52’ W). These chambers are
approximately 1.5 m in diameter, and are covered in transparent plastic. Each chamber
was continuously stirred with a steel paddle, approximately 60 cm in diameter, near the
top of the chamber. The eight chambers were divided into 4 blocks, each consisting of
one elevated and one ambient CO2 chamber (Figure 4.1). Air entered each chamber from
an intake manifold (shared between 4 chambers) through an inlet near the ceiling, and
exited through a 5 cm diameter drain in the floor. In order to maintain a low but positive
airflow through the chambers, both manifolds were fitted with 12V PC power supply
fans.
CO2 from a pressurized tank (99.8 % CO2) was bled via a needle valve into a small
manifold from which four needle valves controlled the flow of CO2 into each of the four
elevated CO2 chambers via a hose connected to the air intake for each chamber. CO2
concentration in each chamber was sampled on a rotating basis with a Li-Cor 6262 (LiCor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE) infrared gas analyzer connected to the chambers by a
multiplexing pump. Each chamber was monitored for two minutes, and the time between
samples for a given chamber was 16 minutes. Data from the Li-Cor 6262 was
electronically logged. The valves controlling CO2 flow were adjusted as needed to
maintain the elevated CO2 chambers at approximately 800 ppm CO2 (a flow rate of
approximately 10-12 ml minute-1). Adjustments were made on a near daily basis, and the
CO2 concentration was relatively stable (Elevated CO2 = 790 ppm, std. dev. =14 ppm;
Ambient CO2 = 399 ppm, std. dev =11 ppm). CO2 concentration in the elevated CO2
chambers did decline significantly when the chamber doors were opened, but it recovered
after a short (< 1 hr) delay.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of experimental design. Block was treated as a random effect.

Each chamber was lit from above the chamber with a 1000 W Lumalux Lamp (GTE
Products Corp., Sylvania Lighting Canter, Danvers, MA). Radiation intensity was
continuously monitored in five of the eight chambers. Radiation intensity differed
between the blocks, with block III receiving significantly less radiation (11.75 vs 13.9
mol m-2 d-1 PAR, p<0.0001).
Plant Growth
Soil was collected from the A horizon of a Morrison sandy loam (Fine-loamy, mixed,
active, mesic Ultic Hapludalf). The soil was heat treated at 70ºC for seven days to reduce
microbial, pest, and weed populations. Soil pH was adjusted with a mixture of dolomitic
and hydrated lime to increase Ca and Mg availability and raise pH from 4.6 to 6.5-7.0.
Native phosphorus availability was 10.3 µg g-1 (Mehlich 3 extraction). For the low
phosphorus treatment, the soil was amended with activated alumina as a phosphorus
scavenger (Tanaka 2004; Lynch 2007) to keep phosphorus availability low when pH was
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raised. For the high phosphorus treatment, the amendment was phosphorus-doped
alumina, buffering at 150-180 µM phosphorus as a solid phase phosphorus buffer
(Lynch, Epstein et al. 1990) to maintain a realistically high and constant level of
phosphorus availability. Alumina was added to the soil at a rate of 20 g l-1, which resulted
in phosphorus availability of 27 µg g-1 in low phosphorus and 109 µg g-1 in high
phosphorus. 10 cm square pots were filled with 550 g of moist soil. Soil surface in each
pot was covered with plastic mulch, to reduce germination of weed seeds and algal
growth. Plants were sub-irrigated daily with a (phosphorus-free) 10% Epstein nutrient
solution (Epstein 1972) which contained 0.6 mM KNO3, 0.4 mM Ca(NO3)2, 0.1 mM
MgSO4, 0.1 mM (NH4)2SO4, 2.5 µM H3BO3, 0.05 µM CuSO4, 5 µM Fe-EDTA, 0.2 µM
MnSO4, 0.05 µM (NH4)6Mo7O24, 0.2 µM ZnSO4, and 5 µM KCl. Nutrient solution was
recirculated, but was replaced weekly to prevent depletion of nutrients.
We used two genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana; Landsberg (Ler) - an ecotype that
has been used extensively in laboratory studies – and CS54, a mutant of Ler that carries
the fe-1 gene, that confers a late-flowering phenotype (Arabidopsis Biological Resource
Center). This genotype selection minimized (but did not eliminate) genetic differences
between the early and late phenology genotypes used in this study. The use of only 2
genotypes confounds phonological and genotypic differences, but the dimensions of the
chambers limited the number of plants we could maintain. Seeds were imbibed and cold
treated (at 4ºC) for 5-10 d prior to sowing. Seeds were sown directly onto the soil surface
suspended in water using a Pasteur pipette. Seeds of each genotype were sown in 3 pots
each in high- and low P in each of the eight chambers. Approximately six seeds were
sown per pot. These were thinned to 2-3 per pot after germination, and further thinned to
one per pot 20 d after planting.
Data Collection and Analysis
Individual plants from each treatment (CO2 * P) were harvested twice; at time of
bolting (bolt height approximately 1 cm) and at maturity. We considered plants to be
mature when rosette leaves were more than 50% senesced, most siliques were mature but
still intact, and few flowers were left.
Whole plant carbon exchange rates were measured at two times – when bolting was
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first observed and later after all plants had bolted but before maturity. Carbon exchange
was measured using a LiCor Li-6200 infrared gas analyzer with a custom 3-liter chamber
sized to fit a 100 mm pot. The chamber could be extended to nearly 6 liters to
accommodate plants with a reproductive bolt of 25 cm.
At harvest, the carbon exchange rate for each plant was determined for both the
whole plant and the soil (between 8:00 and 10:00 AM), and for only the roots and soil. A
number of pots without plants were also measured to estimate the background soil
respiration. This allowed us to estimate the root respiration for each plant.
At each harvest, the rosette of each plant was photographed, and rosette area was
determined from these images by color threshold selection and pixel counting using
GIMP (ver 2.2, www.GIMP.org). Leaf area was also determined for the first harvest by
separating the leaves and scanning them using WinRhizo Pro (Regent Instruments,
Quebec, Canada). For the second harvest, leaves were generally too brittle (as they had
senesced) to allow them to be scanned separately.
At each harvest shoots were removed from the roots, and rosette and bolt tissue were
separated. Roots were carefully washed from the soil using a fine stream of de-ionized
water. A small sample of each root system was scanned prior to being dried and weighed.
Root length of the scanned sample and rosette area from photos were determined using
WinRhizo Pro. Specific root length was determined from the root sample, and total root
length estimated using total root biomass and specific root length. Roots were not
harvested at maturity.
Phosphorus content of tissue was determined spectrophotometrically after ashing at
500ºC for 10 h (Murphy and Riley 1962).
Data was analyzed as a split-split plot with block as the main plot, CO2 as the sub
plot, and P as the sub-sub plot. Analysis was carried out using Proc Mixed using SAS
(version 9.1, SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Block, block*CO2, and block*CO2*P were treated
as random effects. Least square means for P*CO2*Genotype were used for graphical
analysis. Growth rates were estimated from biomass at bolting and harvesting. Because
we harvested plants only twice, we could not determine whether growth was linear or
exponential, and linear estimates were more conservative.
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RESULTS
Biomass
The later bolting and maturing genotype CS54 generally had greater biomass than the
early bolting and maturing genotype Ler (Figure 4.2). Elevated CO2 had a greater effect
on the biomass of the early genotype than the late genotype (Figure 4.2, Table 4.1, A-D,
p < 0.0001).

Figure 4.2. Root (A) and rosette (B) biomass at bolting, and rosette (C) and reproductive (D)
biomass at maturity of two genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana grown in elevated and ambient CO2
and high and low phosphorus. Data presented are least square means, error bars represent one
standard error.

Root biomass was increased by elevated CO2 (p = 0.074), but was not affected by
phosphorus. The late genotype had greater root biomass at bolting than the early
genotype (Table 4.1A, p = 0.0011). The late genotype had greater rosette biomass at
bolting and maturity (Table 4.1B, C). Reproductive biomass at maturity was affected by
genotype (p = 0.0001), but was not consistently affected by CO2 or P (Table 4.1D).
Reproductive biomass in elevated CO2 was greater in high P than in low P (p = 0.068,
Table 4.1D). This difference is apparently more pronounced in the early- than in the latebolting genotype (Figure 4.2D), but this difference was not significant (p = 0.37, data not
shown).
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Figure 4.3. Estimates of the growth rate of root (A) and rosette (B) biomass during the vegetative
phase, and rosette (C) and reproductive (D) biomass during the reproductive phase of two
genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana grown in elevated and ambient CO2 and high and low
phosphorus. Data presented are least square means, error bars represent one standard error.

The greater rosette biomass at maturity of the late genotype (Figure 4.2C) reflects
delayed bolting, and generally parallels the rosette biomass at bolting. Bolt biomass of
the late genotype (Figure 4.2D) was not affected by CO2 or phosphorus, and was not
different from the maximum bolt biomass (high phosphorus, elevated CO2) of the early
genotype. Differences in biomass reported here generally reflected differences in growth
rates (Figure 4.3, Table 4.1, E-H); the only exception was that growth rate of
reproductive tissue was greater in elevated CO2 (Table 4.1H, p = 0.033), while there was
no significant effect of CO2 on reproductive biomass. The late genotype had greater
growth rates than the early genotype.
Phenology
Low phosphorus consistently delayed the phenology of both bolting (Figure 4.4A,
Table 4.2A, p = 0.024) and maturity (Figure 4.4B, Table 4.2B, p = 0.0017), while
elevated CO2 accelerated maturity (p = 0.012), but did not affect bolting. The acceleration
of maturity in elevated CO2 was most pronounced for the late genotype (p = 0.0057).
There was no significant interaction of phosphorus and CO2 on plant phenology. Low
phosphorus delayed maturity by about 3.5 days, while elevated CO2 accelerated maturity
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by about 4.5 days in the late genotype, but did not affect maturity in the early genotype.
The length of the reproductive phase was marginally shortened in elevated CO2 (Figure
4.4C, p = 0.099) for the late, but not for the early genotype.

Figure 4.4. Age at bolting (A) and maturity (B), and length of reproductive growth phase (C) of
two genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana grown in elevated and ambient CO2 and high and low
phosphorus. Data presented are least square means, error bars represent one standard error.

Rosette Area and Carbon Exchange
The two genotypes differed in rosette area, with the later genotype displaying greater
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leaf area (Figure 4.5A,B, Table 4.2D,E, p < 0.005). High P tended to increase rosette area
in the early genotype, but not in the late genotype. Elevated CO2 increased rosette area at
bolting in the early, but not the late genotype (p = 0.0156). Elevated CO2 reduced rosette
area at maturity for low P but not high P plants (p = 0.011).
At 38 days after planting, whole-plant CO2 uptake was greater in elevated CO2
(Figure 4.5C, Table 4.2F, p = 0.0051), greater in high P than low (p = 0.012), and was
greater for elevated CO2 and high P than elevated CO2 and low P (p = 0.0044). CO2
uptake was also greater for the early genotype than for the late genotype (p = 0.0014). At
58 days after planting, there were few differences in whole-plant CO2 uptake (Figure
4.5D). Since these were non-destructive measurements, they are not corrected for plant
biomass, and so integrate specific CO2 uptake and biomass. There were very few
significant differences in specific root respiration at bolting, or in whole-plant CO2
uptake. Whole plant specific carbon uptake at bolting was decreased in elevated CO2 for
the late, but not for the early genotype (Table 4.2G, p = 0.038). Root respiration rates
(absolute) were greater in elevated CO2 than ambient (data not shown, p = 0.048), but this
reflects differences in root biomass (Table 4.1A).
Root Length and Phosphorus Acquisition
Root length was not affected by phosphorus, but was affected by phenology – the late
genotype had greater root length (Figure 4.6A, Table 4.2H, p = 0.0002). Specific root
length at bolting was greater for low-P plants (Figure 4.6B,Table 4.2I, p = 0.0058), and
was unaffected by CO2 or genotype.
Phosphorus acquisition was predictably much greater in high than in low P (Figure
4.7, Table 4.2, J-L, p < 0.001), and was greater in the late genotype at both bolting and
maturity (p < 0.0075). Elevated CO2 did not affect rosette phosphorus acquisition, or
reproductive phosphorus acquisition. High P affected both rosette phosphorus acquisition
and reproductive phosphorus acquisition similarly, regardless of CO2 concentration.
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Figure 4.5. Rosette area at bolting (A) and maturity (B), and whole-plant carbon exchange rate at
38 (C) and 58 (D) days of two genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana grown in elevated and ambient
CO2 and high and low phosphorus. Data presented are least square means, error bars represent
one standard error.

Figure 4.6. Root length (A) and specific root length (B) at bolting of two genotypes of
Arabidopsis thaliana grown in elevated and ambient CO2 and high and low phosphorus. Data
presented are least square means, error bars represent one standard error.
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Table 4.1. Summary of linear models of biomass, root length, rosette area, and growth rates for
two genotypes of Arabidopsis in high- and low P and ambient- and elevated CO2. · = p < 0.1, * =
p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001, and *** = p < 0.0001.
Source
CO2
P
Gen
CO2*P
P*Gen
CO2*Gen

DF F Value
A. Root biomass at
bolting
1/22
4.45
*
1/22
0.79
1/22 18.52 ***
-------

DF F Value
B. Rosette biomass
at bolting
1/20
1.57
1/20
0
1/20 41.11 ****
--1/20
2.2
1/20
1.67

DF F Value
C. Rosette biomass
at maturity
1/23
1.98
1/23
0.02
1/23 95.51 ****
1/23
1.85
1/23
2.43

DF F Value
D. Reproductive
biomass at maturity
1/24
0.24
1/24
0.47
1/24 20.73 ****
1/24
3.64
.

CO2
P
Gen
CO2*P
P*Gen
CO2*Gen

E. Root Growth
Rate (Veg. Phase)
1/22
4.49
*
1/22
1.35
1/22
9.7
**
-------

F. Rosette Growth
Rate (Veg. Phase)
1/20
1.64
1/20
0.11
1/20 27.08 ****
--1/20
3.47
.
1/20
2.99
.

G. Rosette Growth
Rate (Rep. Phase)
1/23
0.02
1/23
0
1/23
4.35
*
1/23
3.3
.
--1/23
1.51

H. Reprod. Growth
Rate (Rep. Phase)
1/25
5.09
*
1/25
3.64
.
1/25
6.45
*

Table 4.2. Summary of linear models of phenology, carbon exchange, and P acquisition for two
genotypes of Arabidopsis in high- and low P and ambient- and elevated CO2. * = p < 0.05, ** = p
< 0.01, *** = p < 0.001, and *** = p < 0.0001.
Source
CO2
P
Gen
CO2*P
P*Gen
CO2*Gen

CO2
P
Gen
CO2*P
P*Gen
CO2*Gen

CO2
P
Gen
CO2*P
P*Gen
CO2*Gen

DF F Value
A. Age at bolting
1/55
0.04
1/55
5.42
*
1/55 131.05 ****
1/55
1.58
-----

B. Age at maturity
1/31
7.12
*
1/31 11.87 **
1/31 195.73 ****
----1/31
8.82 **

DF F Value
C. Reproductive
phase length
1/30
5.34
*
1/30
0.67
1/30 10.04 **
--1/30
2.26
1/30
2.62

E. Rosette Area at
Maturity
1/27
0.95
1/27
0.09
1/27 41.03 ****
1/27
7.43
*
1/27
5.77
*

F. Carbon uptake
rate at 38 days
1/55
8.5
**
1/55
6.64
*
1/55 11.37 **
----1/55
4.6
*

G. Specific carbon
uptake at bolting
1/17
0.65
1/17
0.04
1/17
0.86
----1/17
5.04
*

H. Root Length at
bolting
1/21
0.6
1/21
0.78
1/21 20.99 ***
-------

J. Rosette P at
bolting
1/14
0.65
1/14 33.95 ****
1/14 14.91 **
----1/14
4.63
*

K. Rosette P at
maturity
1/22
1.8
1/22 48.09 ****
1/22 51.18 ****
1/22
1.44
1/22
24.5 ****

L. Reproductive
tissue P at bolting
1/23
1.35
1/23 34.98 ****
1/23 16.96 ***
1/23
1.75
1/23
7.12
*

I. SRL at bolting
1/20
0.94
1/20
9.52 **
1/20
0.06
----1/20
0.99

DF F Value
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DF F Value
D. Rosette Area at
Bolting
1/20
0.11
1/20
1.66
1/20 10.09 **
----1/20
6.98
*

Figure 4.7. Phosphorus content of rosette at bolting (A), and rosette (B) and reproductive tissue
(C) at maturity of two genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana grown in elevated and ambient CO2 and
high and low phosphorus. Data presented are least square means, error bars represent one
standard error.
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DISCUSSION
Growth responses to elevated CO2 and low P differed between the two genotypes
evaluated in this study. Elevated CO2 increased biomass in the early bolting and maturing
genotype Ler more than in the later bolting and maturing genotype CS54. Elevated CO2
did not affect the bolting time of either genotype, but accelerated the maturity of the late
genotype. Low P consistently delayed both bolting and maturity. The genotypes differed
in their responsiveness to elevated CO2; the late genotype was less responsive than the
early genotype, even with sufficient phosphorus.
Elevated CO2 did not generally accelerate bolting in either genotype, but it did
accelerate the maturity of the late genotype. In the late genotype, the acceleration of
maturity by elevated CO2 reduced the length of the reproductive phase. This was true for
both low- and high P. Acceleration of phenology by elevated CO2, if it occurs, may be
species and genotype specific, and did not interact with low P (Question 1).
The effects of elevated CO2 and low-P on root foraging activity were consistent with
those previously reported; greater specific root length in low P (Lynch and Brown 2001),
and greater allocation to root growth in elevated CO2 (Campbell and Sage 2002).
However specific root length did not respond to CO2 as it did to phosphorus. In these 2
genotypes of Arabidopsis, elevated CO2 and low P both increase root foraging, but in
different ways. Despite these differences, we found no evidence of elevated CO2
affecting phosphorus acquisition (Question 2).
The genotypes differed in the response of CO2 fixation to elevated CO2. Elevated CO2
was correlated with decreased rosette area and CO2 uptake rate at bolting in the late
genotype in both high- and low-P, but not in the early genotype. However, while the
rosette area was reduced, biomass was not affected. The effects of P and CO2 on carbon
uptake at 38 days were not seen at 58 days. This is not surprising considering that at 38
days all plants were in vegetative growth, while by 58 days, all plants were in the
reproductive growth phase. Consequently, the ratio of photosynthesis to respiration was
decreased by the large mass of minimally photosynthetic but rapidly growing
reproductive tissue, resulting in reduced net CO2 uptake.
Plant phenology may affect the response of a plant to elevated CO2. The late
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flowering phenotype conferred by the fe-1 gene carried by the late genotype affected the
response of this genotype to elevated CO2 – the length of the reproductive phase was
shortened because maturity was accelerated by elevated CO2. The shortened reproductive
phase may explain the lack of stimulation of reproductive growth in the late genotype in
elevated CO2 and high P. The late genotype (CS54) is a late-flowering mutant of the early
genotype (Ler). We noted no phenotypic differences apart from differences in phenology
and growth rate described above, but we cannot rule out the possibility of other
pleiotropic effects of the mutation.
The responses of plant phenology to low P and elevated CO2 described here may
interact with other climate change variables. Since more warming is expected in
temperate than tropical regions (Meehl 2007), interactions with temperature are more
likely to be important in temperate regions. Delayed reproduction may be beneficial for
plants in low P environments (Nord and Lynch 2008), but may incur additional risk
associated with late season mortality. Since many plants in temperate regions begin
growth earlier in the spring (Fitter and Fitter 2002; Root, Price et al. 2003), delays in
phenology for these plants may incur less risk. Indeed, for plants in which a photoperiod
response triggers reproduction, earlier germination alone would increase the length of the
vegetative phase. However, several factors may limit the ability of plants to benefit from
this potentially longer growing season. As climate changes, the range limits of many
species may shift (Thuiller, Albert et al. 2008). Species that are light limited following
canopy closure in the spring are unlikely to experience a longer growing season.
Three further interactions of phenology with temperature may become important in
temperate regions, and could modify plant responses to low P and elevated CO2.
Stimulation of plant growth by increased temperature may further accelerate phenology
in plants where reproduction is influenced by the autonomous pathway. This could limit
the ability of plants to grow in low-P soils. Warmer winter temperatures could, on the
other hand, limit the vernalization response that accelerates phenology in some species.
This might enhance the ability of such species to acquire phosphorus in low-P soils.
Finally, increased soil temperature may increase root respiration (Atkin, Edwards et al.
2000), which could make P acquisition more costly and limit the benefit of delayed
reproduction.
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While temperature interactions with plant responses to elevated CO2 and low P are
likely to be important in temperate regions, alterations in seasonality of precipitation may
occur in all regions, and could either increase or decrease the mortality risk late in the
growing season. This would affect the degree to which delayed phenology in response to
low P would be beneficial.
Optimal phenology of reproduction and senescence requires the coordination of
vegetative and reproductive growth. Resources acquired in vegetative growth cannot be
fully translated into seed production if the reproductive growth phase is too short. This is
illustrated by the response of the late genotype to elevated CO2. The late genotype
matured earlier in elevated CO2, while bolting later. This resulted in a shorter period of
reproductive growth. This shorter reproductive phase in elevated CO2 may have limited
the ability of the late genotype to benefit from the elevated CO2, even with high P. This
highlights the importance of integration of the phonological phenotype of a plant.
Plants encounter a wide variety of edaphic limitations and climate conditions, which
have elicited a large diversity of responses. The rise in atmospheric CO2 in coming
decades, and the resultant changes to local climates are likely to have wide-ranging and
unpredictable effects on plant growth as they interact with the edaphic limitations plants
currently face. Our results highlight one case of such an interaction: delayed reproduction
in low P, and accelerated maturity in elevated CO2 reduces the length of the reproductive
phase in plants exposed to both elevated CO2 and low P.
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 2
METHODS
Experimental Design
Four initial blocks were planted, each consisting of 42 pots of high-P and 42 pots of
low-P soil (See Figure A.1.). 2 blocks planted later in vacancies created by harvesting
and mortality (42 = 6 harvests * 7 genotypes). The P treatment was applied as a solid
phase buffer, mixed with the soil in each pot. For this reason, we considered the pots
independent for P treatment. The High- and Low-P pots were grouped together for
irrigation so that: Any possible movement of P between high- and low-P pots in the
irrigation trays is eliminated, and so high-P pots can receive a maintenance dose of P to
maintain buffering capacity over the course of the experiment.

N

Figure A.1. Schematic of experimental design, demonstrating the layout of 4 initial blocks, each
consisting of 42 High- and 42 Low-P pots.

As plants were harvested, remaining plants were continually consolidated into a
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smaller number of irrigation trays. This should reduce any spatial auto-correlation
induced by the restricted maximization. Each side of greenhouse has separate irrigation,
so side the greenhouse was not confounded with P treatment.
Nutrient Solution
Table A.1. Concentration of salts in the modified Epstein nutrient solution, showing adjustments
to the solution at 27 and 55 days.
Days after sowing
0-27
27-55 55-140
Macro Nutrients (mM)
KNO3
0.6
1.2
1.2
Ca(NO3)2.
0.4
0
0
MGSO4
0.1
0.8
0.8
(NH4)2SO4
0.1
0.8
0.8
Mg(NO3)2
0
0.2
0.2
Micro Nutrients (µM)
H3BO3
2.5
5
5
CuSO4
0.05
0.5
0.2
Fe-EDTA
5
50
20
MnSO4
0.2
2
0.8
(NH4)6Mo7O24
0.05
0.5
0.2
ZnSO4
0.2
2
0.8
KCl
5
50
20
Salt

Lime application resulted in soil pH values from 7.2-7.5. We observed higher than
expected pre-establishment mortality, which we attributed to the to higher than intended
soil pH. Consequently, we altered the nutrient solution at 27 days after planting in order
to increase magnesium and ammonium availability, and decrease nitrate availability.
Micronutrient concentration (except for B) was also increased.
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Schedule of Harvests
Table A.2. Harvest schedule by genotype and treatment. Values are days after planting.
Genotype
Zu-1
Col
Col-early
Ler
Ler-late
Zu-0
CS6209

P Trt
H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L

1
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

2
31
31
31
31
24
24
24
24
31
31
38
38
31
31

Harvest
3
38
38
38
38
31
31
31
31
38
38
66
73
38
45

4
45
45
45
45
38
38
38
38
52
52
80
80
73
80

5
52
52
52
52
45
45
45
45
66
66
87
87
87
87

6
66
73
66
73
73
94
73
80
80
94
101
108
108
122

Calculation of Tissue Durations
We calculated root-length duration as the sum of the areas of a series of rectangles
(Figure A.2). The area of each rectangle is the product of the interval between two
consecutive harvests and the average of the root lengths at each of the 2 harvests. (Eqn
A.1).

RLDur " %

h= 6
h=1

(Lh + Lh#1 )
$ (Ah # Ah#1 ) Eqn A.1
2

Where h are the harvests, Ah is age of plant at harvest h, and Lh is root length at

!

harvest h.
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Figure A.2. Example of tissue duration calculation. Data are root length of Ler in Low P, Block
II.

This is equivalent to the trapezoid rule in numerical integration. We calculate rootlength duration for each series of harvests from a Block*Genotype*P Trt, and we do not
fit a function to the data. Leaf-phosphorus duration is calculated in the same manner. We
note that our calculation of leaf-phosphorus duration is based only on rosette leaves, as
we did not separate cauline leaves (on the flowering stem) from the reproductive tissue.

Estimating the Effect of Delays in Low P
In order to estimate the effect of the phenological delay in low-P plants on their
growth, we must separate the effect of reduced growth rate from that of phenological
delay. In order to do so, we modeled the growth of plants with the growth rates of low-P
plants and the phenology of high-P plants (no delay). The growth rates for low-P plants
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were calculated as "Y/"t for some growth parameter, Y. In order to maintain the
relationship between bolting time, maturity time and harvest times in the no-delay
phenology, model harvest ages were calculated by normalizing the low P harvest ages by
low P bolting age as shown below. For harvests before bolting the model harvest age is
the product of the high P bolting age and the low P harvest age as a fraction of the low P
bolting age (Eqn A.2). For harvests after bolting the model harvest age is the product of
the high P bolting age, the interval from bolting to harvest in low P (scaled as a fraction
of the interval from bolting to maturity in low P), and the interval from bolting to
maturity in high P (Eqn A.3). Using the time intervals from the model ages and the
growth rates from the low P plants, we estimated the growth of low P plants without
phenological delay. We used only replicates I-V for this exercise, as replicate VI was not
carried through to maturity.
model harvest age = (a/b)*d

Eqn A.2

model harvest age = (1+((a/b)-1)*((e/d)-1)/((c/b)-1))*d

Eqn A.3

Where: a = LP harvest age, b = LP bolting age, c = LP maturity age
d = HP bolting age, and e = HP maturity age
The delay effect, DE, is the fraction of some observed growth parameter in low-P
plants (total biomass in our example) that is attributable to phenological delay based on
comparing low-P plants with model no-delay plants (Eqn A.4).
DE = (O – M)/O Eqn A.4
Where O is the observed value of a parameter and M is the modeled value of the
parameter. In the example below (Fig. 2.S.2), O is 1700 mg, M is 1178 mg, and DE is
then (1700-1178)/1700 = 0.307.
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2500
HighP
LowP

Total Biomass (mg)

2000

Model

1500

1000

500

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Plant age (days)

Sample
Col-early IV A
Col-early IV B
Col-early IV C
Col-early IV D
Col-early IV E
Col-early IV F
Bolting
Maturity

Harvest Age
High P Low P Model
17
17
16
24
26
24
31
31
29
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Figure A.3. Estimating the effect of phenological delays. The data shown is total biomass for Colearly in block IV.

THE CONFIRMATORY EXPERIMENT
Genotypes Ler and Ler-late (CS54) were grown outside (at University Park, PA)
under a shade tent from May 14 - August 3, 2007 with no supplemental lighting. Plant
growth was measured biweekly, with rosette diameter, bolt height, and number of pods
recorded. Above ground tissue was harvested, dried, and weighed at maturity.
Low phosphorus availability delayed bolting, but not maturity. High phosphorus
availability and greater rosette diameter are correlated with greater above ground biomass
production. Bolting age is negatively correlated with biomass production, most likely by
decreasing reproductive phase length, since bolting age is correlated with rosette diameter
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(R2 = 0.70, data not shown). N treatment (3.6, 3.7, or 3.8 mM N) was not significant.
Gen = genotype, P Trt = phosphorus treatment, BoltAge = age at bolting, MRD =
maximum rosette diameter.

Table A.3. Summary of linear models of plant growth for 2 genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana
grown outdoors in high and low phosphorus soil.
Source
DF F Ratio
A) Age at Maturity
Adj R2
0.753
Gen
1
141.3
Error
45
B) Age at Bolting
Adj R2
Gen
1
P Trt
1
Gen*P Trt
1
Error
45

0.748
140.9
19.50
5.50

Source
DF F Ratio
C) Above Ground Biomass
Adj R2
0.900
Gen
1
27.74
P Trt
1
7.91
BoltAge
1
29.44
MRD
1
22.94
MRD* P Trt
1
12.39
Error
42

****

****
****
****
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****
**
****
****
**

APPENDIX B: PARAMETETERS USED IN THE BARBERCUSHMAN MODEL
We used the Barber-Cushman model to estimate P uptake parameters for specific soil
conditions. We simulated P uptake over ~9 days, and then used the output to calculate the
maximal P uptake rate (mg P mg root C-1 d-1) when a root grows into new soil, and the
fractional P uptake efficiency of roots at ages 2-10 days.
Low P: 3 µ M P
De
p.rteffmin
p.Pavail
p.rteffmintime

1.0E-09
0.625
8.52E-04
15

3.0E-09
0.804
9.49E-04
15

De
p.rteffmin
p.Pavail
p.rteffmintime

1.0E-09
0.973
2.72E-03
15

3.0E-09
0.984
2.72E-03
15

1.0E-08
0.922
1.02E-03
15

3.0E-08
0.964
1.06E-03
15

1.0E-07
0.977
1.08E-03
15

3.0E-08
0.989
2.73E-03
15

1.0E-07
0.990
2.73E-03
15

High P: 50 µ M P
1.0E-08
0.988
2.73E-03
15

Derived by fitting an exponential decay curve to the output from the Barber-Cushman model
using these inputs:
Name
Value
Units
Description and source
µM
Km
5.25E-03
-2 -1
Imax 5.25E-07 µmol cm s From Narang et al. (2000)
Cmin
9.60
nM
Ro
0.00865
cm
Initial root radius, Nord and Lynch (2008)
R1
0.33
cm
Half-distance between root axes, default value
µM
Cli
1.0
Initial phosphate concentration
Buffer power of the soil; lower values did not permit growth
b
500
when P concentration was 2 uM.
Max water flow rate, default value. Model sensitivity to this
-2 -1
Vo
5.00E-07 ml cm s
parameter is low for phosphorus (Barber, 1995).
k
0.00E+00
cm s-1
Root growth rate, zero b/c we want depletion effects only
Note: Km and Imax differed for HP and LP, but the model is not particularly sensitive to them
(Barber 1995), so we used mean values for simplicity.
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APPENDIX C: THE BALANCED GROWTH CARBON AND
PHOSPHORUS MODEL

This appendix contains the code for the base model presented in Chapter 2.
Comments are preceded by #. The function f.input() reads input files and initializes the
results matrices. The functions f.alrep(), f.senrate(), and f.survival() calculate the vectors
of allocation to reproduction, programmed senescence rate, and survival probability at
each day. The functions f.rootefficiency() and f.shootefficiency() calculate the efficiency
of root and shoot tissue at each day after its production. The functions f.states() and
f.rates() calculate the state and rate variables of the model (stored in the St and Ra
matrices). The function prep() carries out the initialization from a specified input file, so
that the main model function growo(), can run. The function OptCP() finds the optimal
phenology for the model, and calls the functions bestb() and bestc().
# Balanced Growth Root/Shoot C and P model, Version 4.7, Oct 31, 2008
# Eric Nord
# The initialization function, prep("input file name") must be run first. The model function, growo()
runs the model, which is contained in the f.states() and f.rates() functions. Functions called by the
model are named f.xxx. Vector variables are named v.xxx, and parameters are named p.xxx.
# -----------------------#calculate states [t] based on rates, states [t-1]
f.states=function(t){
#add or overwrite row t to St
St[t,]<<-rep(0,c.St) #add or overwrite row t to St
# indices for new and old lf tissue. told= t at which lf tissue is old, newI ,oldI are the vector
indices for old and new tissue at t
tnew<<-min(t-1,p.shtold);told<<-max(0,t-1-tnew)
newI<<-((told+1):(t-1));oldI<<-(0:told)
St$told[t]<<-told
# seed C and P are accumulated from time t-1. Viable seed C&P, are the cumulative sum
of the product of allocation to seed and probability of survival.
St$sdC[t]<<-St$sdC[t-1]+Ra$sdCal[t-1]
St$sdP[t]<<-St$sdP[t-1]+Ra$sdPal[t-1]
St$vsdP[t]<<-St$vsdP[t-1]+(Ra$sdPal[t-1]*v.survival[t-1])
St$vsdC[t]<<-St$vsdC[t-1]+(Ra$sdCal[t-1]*v.survival[t-1])
# Rep C & P are accumulated from time t-1, and C&P are removed to seed
St$repC[t]<<-St$repC[t-1]+Ra$repCal[t-1]-Ra$sdCal[t-1]
St$repP[t]<<-St$repP[t-1]+Ra$repPal[t-1]-Ra$sdPal[t-1]
# Root C&P and stem C&Pare accumulated from time t-1
St$rtC[t]<<-St$rtC[t-1]+Ra$rtCal[t-1]
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St$rtP[t]<<-St$rtP[t-1]+Ra$rtPal[t-1]
St$stmC[t]<<-St$stmC[t-1]+Ra$stmCal[t-1]
St$stmP[t]<<-St$stmP[t-1]+Ra$stmPal[t-1]
# lf C&P. n2olfC(P) is the amount of lfC(P) that moves from the new to the old class at t1, which is the amount allocated to lfC(P) at told less any removed by senescence. newlfC(P) is
then newlfC(P)at t-1 plus C(P) allocated to lf at t-1 less n2olfC(P). oldlfC(P) is oldlfC(p) at t-1 plus
n2olfC less any removed by senescence of old tissue at t-1.
n2olfC<-if (told==0){0}else{Ra$lfCal[told]-sum(Ra$lfCrealn[(t-2):(told+1)])/p.shtold}
n2olfP<-if (told==0){0}else{Ra$lfPal[told]-sum(Ra$lfPrealn[(t-2):(told+1)])/p.shtold}
St$newlfC[t]<<-Ra$lfCal[t-1]+St$newlfC[t-1]-Ra$lfCrealn[t-1]-n2olfC
St$oldlfC[t]<<-St$oldlfC[t-1]+n2olfC-Ra$lfCrealo[t-1]
St$newlfP[t]<<-Ra$lfPal[t-1]+St$newlfP[t-1]-Ra$lfPrealn[t-1]-n2olfP
St$oldlfP[t]<<-St$oldlfP[t-1]+n2olfP-Ra$lfPrealo[t-1]
#extra C(P)- uptake of C+reallocated C+extraCat t-1 less maint. resp -growth resp. - C
allocated to rt, lf, rep. These are used in calculation the available C and P for allocation to growth.
St$Cextra[t]<<-Ra$Cfix[t-1]+St$Cextra[t-1]+Ra$lfCrealo[t-1]+Ra$lfCrealn[t-1]- (Ra$rtmres[t1]+Ra$stmmres[t-1]+Ra$lfmres[t-1]+Ra$repmres[t-1])- (Ra$rtgres[t-1]+Ra$shtgres[t1]+Ra$repgres[t-1])-(Ra$rtCal[t-1]+ Ra$stmCal[t-1]+Ra$lfCal[t-1]+Ra$repCal[t-1])
St$Pextra[t]<<-Ra$Pup[t-1]+St$Pextra[t-1]+Ra$lfPrealo[t-1]+Ra$lfPrealn[t-1]-(Ra$rtPal[t-1]+
Ra$stmPal[t-1]+Ra$lfPal[t-1]+Ra$repPal[t-1])
#CPal is the ratio of C:P allocated to growth at t-1. used in the allocation calculations in
the rates() function.
St$CPal[t]<<-(Ra$repCal[t-1]+Ra$rtCal[t-1]+Ra$stmCal[t-1]+Ra$lfCal[t-1])/ (Ra$repPal[t1]+Ra$rtPal[t-1]+Ra$stmPal[t-1]+Ra$lfPal[t-1])
# C(P)total calculates the total C in tissues. These are used by the error checking
calculations that follow them, which make sure C(P)are conserved.
St$Ctotal[t]<<-St$rtC[t]+St$stmC[t]+St$newlfC[t]+St$oldlfC[t]+St$repC[t]+
St$sdC[t]+St$Cextra[t]
St$Ptotal[t]<<-St$rtP[t]+St$stmP[t]+St$newlfP[t]+St$oldlfP[t]+St$repP[t]+
St$sdP[t]+St$Pextra[t]
if(abs(St$Ctotal[t]-St$Ctotal[t-1]-Ra$Cfix[t-1]+(Ra$rtmres[t-1]+ Ra$stmmres[t-1]+Ra$lfmres[t1]+Ra$repmres[t-1])+(Ra$rtgres[t-1]+Ra$shtgres[t-1]+ Ra$repgres[t1]))>=(St$Ctotal[t]/100000)){ERR<<-paste(t,"cbal")}
if(abs(St$Ptotal[t]-St$Ptotal[t-1]-Ra$Pup[t-1])>=(St$Ptotal[t]/100000)) {ERR<<-paste(t,"pbal")}
} #end states()
# ---------------------------------#calculate rates - using only time[t], so order may matter
f.rates=function(t){
#add or overwrite row t to Ra
Ra[t,]<<-rep(0,c.Ra)
# boost is a factor by which initial foraging efficiency is boosted
boost<-1+(max(0,p.boostdays+1-t)*(p.boost/p.boostdays))
#maintenance resp. this is the size of the pool * maintenance respiration rate. Fol lf tissue we
assume that respiration rate declines from p.lfmr to some fixed proportion of p.lfmr at told (a
smoother function would be better.)
Ra$repmres[t]<<-St$repC[t]*p.repmr
Ra$rtmres[t]<<-St$rtC[t]*p.rtmr
Ra$stmmres[t]<<-St$stmC[t]*p.stmmr
# moved down to line 72 Ra$lfmres[t]<<-(St$newlfC[t]*p.lfmr) +(St$oldlfC[t]*p.lfmr*p.oldlfmr)
#Reallocation from old leaves. Carry forward senrate (Ra$srt)from t-1. lfCrealo (old
tissue) is the product of srt and oldlfC-non reallocatable pool.
Ra$srt[t]<<-Ra$srt[t-1]
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Ra$lfCrealo[t]<<-max(0,Ra$srt[t]*(St$oldlfC[t]-sum((Ra$lfCal*p.lffix)[oldI])))
Ra$lfPrealo[t]<<-max(0,Ra$srt[t]*(St$oldlfP[t]-sum((Ra$lfPal*p.lffix)[oldI])))
#Reallocation from new leaves (programmed or forced) is similar, but uses the the
senrate from the matrix v.senrate, which is 0 until reproduction is inititated. Last calculation is an
error check.
Ra$lfCrealn[t]<<-max(0,v.senrate[t]*(St$newlfC[t]-sum((Ra$lfCal*p.lffix)[newI])))
Ra$lfPrealn[t]<<-max(0,v.senrate[t]*(St$newlfP[t]-sum((Ra$lfPal*p.lffix)[newI])))
if(Ra$lfCrealo[t]<0|Ra$lfPrealo[t]<0|Ra$lfCrealn[t]<0|Ra$lfPrealn[t]<0){ERR<<-paste(t,"realloc")}
#In order to calculate C fixation, we need to know how much lfC is in each age class
(day), as C fixation depends on the amount of tissue in each age class and the efficiency of tissue
of that age. lCrn is a matrix of the amount of C reallocated from new leaf tissue. Rows represent
tissue age from t-1 to told, and cols represent time from t backward. for each time, lfCrealn is
divied by p.shtold, and this value stored in the first column of the matrix. Row sums are used in
the calculation of Cfix.
if(Ra$lfCrealn[t]>0){
lCrn<<-rbind(rep(0,p.shtold),lCrn); lCrn<<-lCrn[-c(p.shtold),]
lCrn<<-cbind(rep(Ra$lfCrealn[t]/p.shtold,p.shtold),lCrn)
lCrn<<-lCrn[,-c(p.shtold)];LCRS<<-rowSums(lCrn)
}
# C fixation is a function of Cavail and the mass and C fixation efficiency of tissue in each
age class. Cint is the C available for respiration and growth.
Ra$lfmres[t]<<-p.lfmr*sum((Ra$lfCal[newI]-LCRS[tnew:1])* (v.shteff[length(newI):1]*(1p.oldlfmr)+p.oldlfmr)) + (St$oldlfC[t]*p.lfmr*p.oldlfmr)
melc<-(3.14159*p.mcr^2*0.376/0.3426)*sum((1-0.65)^(0:(p.maxLAI-1)))
Ra$Cfix[t]<<-boost*p.Cavail*(min(melc,(sum((Ra$lfCal[newI]-LCRS[tnew:1])*v.shteff
[length(newI):1])+p.shteffmin*St$oldlfC[t]))+(St$repC[t]*p.rshteff))
Ra$Cint[t]<<-Ra$Cfix[t]+Ra$lfCrealo[t]+Ra$lfCrealn[t]+St$Cextra[t]- (Ra$rtmres[t]+
Ra$stmmres[t]+Ra$lfmres[t]+Ra$repmres[t])
# When C fixation isn't sufficient to supply respiration demand,force increased
senescence. First calculate the extra C demand (xCreal). Increase senrate of old tissue first, then
calculate the required increase in senrate (srxo), and increase the senrate by srxo, and
recalculate oldleaf senescence.
if (Ra$Cint[t]<0){
xCreal<-1.005*-Ra$Cint[t] # the 1.005 is so Cint>0
srxo<- max(0,min(p.maxsr-Ra$srt[t],xCreal/(St$oldlfC[t]-sum((Ra$lfCal*(1p.lffix))[oldI])))) #xtra sen of old tissue, can't be>maxsr
Ra$srt[t]<<-min(p.maxsr,Ra$srt[t]+srxo)
Ra$lfCrealo[t]<<-max(0,Ra$srt[t]*(St$oldlfC[t]-sum((Ra$lfCal*p.lffix)[oldI])))
Ra$lfPrealo[t]<<-max(0,Ra$srt[t]*(St$oldlfP[t]-sum((Ra$lfPal*p.lffix)[oldI])))
xCreal<-xCreal-srxo*(St$oldlfC[t]-sum((Ra$lfCal*(1-p.lffix))[oldI]))
## if old tissue isn't enough, increase senrate for new tissue too - the calculation mirror
those above
if (xCreal>0){
srxn<- max(0,min(p.maxsr-v.senrate[t],xCreal/(St$oldlfC[t]-sum((Ra$lfCal*(1p.lffix))[oldI]))))
v.senrate[t:p.maxtime]<<-min(p.maxsr,v.senrate[t]+srxn)
Ra$lfCrealn[t]<<-max(0,v.senrate[t]*(St$newlfC[t]-sum((Ra$lfCal*p.lffix)[newI])))
Ra$lfPrealn[t]<<-max(0,v.senrate[t]*(St$newlfP[t]-sum((Ra$lfPal*p.lffix)[newI])))
lCrn[,1]<<-rep(Ra$lfCrealn[t]/p.shtold,p.shtold)
} # end new tiss forced senescence, recalculate Cint
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Ra$Cint[t]<<-Ra$Cfix[t]+Ra$lfCrealo[t]+Ra$lfCrealn[t]+St$Cextra[t]-(Ra$rtmres[t]+
Ra$stmmres[t]+Ra$lfmres[t]+Ra$repmres[t])
} # end increased senescence
calcs
# P uptake is a function of Pavail and the mass and P uptake efficiency of roots in each
age class. Pint is the P available for respiration and growth.
Ra$Pup[t]<<-sum(Ra$rtCal[(t-1):1]*v.rteff[1:(t-1)])*p.Pavail*boost #* make fn of RL
Ra$Pint[t]<<-Ra$Pup[t]+Ra$lfPrealo[t]+Ra$lfPrealn[t]+St$Pextra[t]
# an error check to make sure Cint, P int don't go negative
if(Ra$Cint[t]<0|Ra$Pint[t]<0){ERR<<-paste(t,"-Cint(Pint)")}
# allocation proportions are based on IRR, the internal resource ratio (which is Cint/Pint,
but P int is scaled in units of C by the ratio of C:P allocated at t-1). repprop is a function of time,
determined by the v.alrep vector.
Ra$IRR[t]<<-(Ra$Cint[t])/(Ra$Pint[t]*St$CPal[t])
Ra$repprop[t]<<-v.alrep[t]
Ra$rtprop[t]<<-(1-v.alrep[t])*Ra$IRR[t]/(Ra$IRR[t]+(1/Ra$IRR[t]))
Ra$shtprop[t]<<-(1-v.alrep[t])*(1/Ra$IRR[t])/(Ra$IRR[t]+(1/Ra$IRR[t]))
# error checks to make sure proportions are positive and sum to 1.
if(abs(1-Ra$repprop[t]-Ra$rtprop[t]-Ra$shtprop[t])>=0.000001) {ERR<<-paste(t,"prop")}
if((Ra$repprop[t]<0)|(Ra$rtprop[t]<0)|(Ra$shtprop[t]<0)) {ERR<<-paste(t,"prop-")}
#C and P allocation - this is calculated using the proportions calculated above, and is
determined by C and P available and the C:P ratio required for the tissue
Ra$repCal[t]<<-min(Ra$Cint[t]/(1+p.grresrate), Ra$Pint[t]*p.repCPratio)*Ra$repprop[t]
### Ra$repCal[t]<<-min(Ra$repCal[t], p.MaxrepGR)
Ra$rtCal[t]<<- min(Ra$Cint[t]/(1+p.grresrate), Ra$Pint[t]*p.rtCPratio) *Ra$rtprop[t]
Ra$stmCal[t]<<-min(Ra$Cint[t]/ (1+p.grresrate), Ra$Pint[t]*p.stmCPratio)
*Ra$shtprop[t]*p.stemprop
Ra$stmCal[t]<<- min(Ra$stmCal[t],p.MSGR*(p.stemprop)) # enforce MSGR
Ra$lfCal[t]<<-min(Ra$Cint[t]/(1+p.grresrate), Ra$Pint[t]*p.lfCPratio) *Ra$shtprop[t]*(1p.stemprop)
Ra$lfCal[t]<<- min(Ra$lfCal[t],p.MSGR*(1-p.stemprop)) # enforce MSGR
Ra$sdCal[t]<<-if(t>(p.daysd+1)){(Ra$repCal[t-p.daysd-1]*p.repeff)}else{0}
Ra$repPal[t]<<-min(Ra$Pint[t], Ra$Cint[t]/(1+p.grresrate)/p.repCPratio)* Ra$repprop[t]
###Ra$repPal[t]<<-min(Ra$repPal[t],p.MaxrepGR/p.lfCPratio) # enforce MRGR
Ra$rtPal[t]<<-min(Ra$Pint[t], Ra$Cint[t]/(1+p.grresrate)/p.rtCPratio)* Ra$rtprop[t]
Ra$stmPal[t]<<-min(Ra$Pint[t], Ra$Cint[t]/(1+p.grresrate)/p.stmCPratio)*
Ra$shtprop[t]*p.stemprop
Ra$stmPal[t]<<-min(Ra$stmPal[t],p.MSGR/p.lfCPratio*(p.stemprop)) # enforce MSGR
Ra$lfPal[t]<<- min(Ra$Pint[t], Ra$Cint[t]/(1+p.grresrate)/p.lfCPratio)* Ra$shtprop[t]*(1p.stemprop)
Ra$lfPal[t]<<-min(Ra$lfPal[t],p.MSGR/p.lfCPratio*(1-p.stemprop)) # enforce MSGR
Ra$sdPal[t]<<-if(t>(p.daysd+1)){(Ra$repPal[t-p.daysd-1]*p.repeff)}else{0}
#growth respiration
Ra$repgres[t]<<-Ra$repCal[t]*p.grresrate
Ra$rtgres[t]<<-Ra$rtCal[t]*p.grresrate
Ra$shtgres[t]<<-(Ra$stmCal[t]+Ra$lfCal[t])*p.grresrate
# Error checks for negative allocations.
if((Ra$repCal[t]<0)|(Ra$rtCal[t]<0)|(Ra$stmCal[t]<0 | Ra$lfCal[t]<0)) {ERR<<-paste(t,"cal-")}
if((Ra$repPal[t]<0)|(Ra$rtPal[t]<0)|(Ra$stmPal[t]<0 | Ra$lfPal[t]<0)) {ERR<<-paste(t,"pal-")}
#C and P to seed
} #end rates()# ---------------------------------------# prep() runs f.input() and initializes most of the vectors needed to run the model
prep=function(file="4.6 ArabiLPIF.txt"){ #run before growo()
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f.input(file)
Ra$srt[1]<<-p.senrate
d<<-p.maxtime
v.survival<<-f.survive(d)
v.rteff<<-f.rootefficiency(p.rteffmin,p.rteffmintime,d)
v.shteff<<-f.shootefficiency(p.shteffmin,p.shteffhalf,p.shteffsteep,d)
p.shtold<<-min(which(v.shteff<(p.lfmr/p.Cavail)))
}
# --------------------------------------# growo() The main function of the model. Calculate plant growth from B to E with reproduction
beginning at inirep, vegetative growth ending at termveg, and senescence beginning no later than
agsen
# prep()must be run before growo() is first invoked.
growo=function(B,E,inirep,termveg,agsen){
if (termveg > (inirep + p.lim)){return(c(0,0))} # limit termveg
if (agsen < inirep){return(c(0,0))} # limit agsen
# initialize the lCrn matrix (must be calculated each time growo is run)
lCrn<<-matrix(rep(0,p.shtold^2),p.shtold,p.shtold);LCRS<<-rep(0,p.shtold)
B<-min(B,nrow(St)+1,nrow(Ra)+1) # B can't be > than nrow(Ra,St)+1
# B < day of new leaf reallocatio
B<-min(B,suppressWarnings(min(which(Ra$lfCrealn>0)))-1)
if(is.na(B)|B<2){B<-2};bug<<-c(B,E)
# once B has been adjusted, remove any rows of Ra, St > B-1
if (exists("St") & nrow(St)>=B){St<<-St[-c((B):nrow(St)),]}
if (exists("Ra") & nrow(Ra)>=B){Ra<<-Ra[-c((B):nrow(Ra)),]}
# load the growo parameters into the p.xx names
p.inirep<<-inirep
p.termveg<<-termveg
p.agsen<<-agsen
# run the alrep and senrate functions to create the respective vectors.
v.alrep<<-f.alrep(p.inirep, p.termveg,E)
v.senrate<<-f.senrate(p.agsen,p.senrate,E)
ERR<<-0 # clear the error counter
# loop through states and rates calculations
for (t in B:E){
if(ERR!=0){if(length(St$vsdP)>t){St$vsdC[(t+1):length(St$vsdC)]<<-0}
break}else{
f.states(t);f.rates(t)
}# loop will break when an error is stored
} # end time loop
# return the max value of vsdP and the time at which this occured (plant "death"day)
return(c(max(St$vsdC),max(which(St$vsdC == max(St$vsdC, na.rm=TRUE)))))
} #end growo()
# -----------------------------------# f.input reads parameters and initial values from input file.
# NB! "inputfile" MUST be in WD & WD must be set correctly or path must be specified
# input file conventions: p.* = parameter, s.* = state, r.* = rate. # are comments and are ignored.
Order of items in input file does not matter, but the format for each line must be: variable name
<tab> value <tab> any notes or comments
f.input=function(file="4.6 ArabiLPIF.txt"){
rm(list=ls(.GlobalEnv,pattern="^p\\."),inherits=T) #clear variables from previous runs
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suppressWarnings(rm(list=c("Ra","St","c.St","c.Ra")))
suppressWarnings(rm(list=c("newI","oldI","tnew","told","lCrn","LCRS")))
# Read Input File and set parameters and initial conditions
v.input <<-read.table(file,header=T,sep = "\t",na.strings = ".") # Read Input File
for(i in 1:length(v.input[,1])){ # loop through v.input and assign values to variable names
nam<-toString(v.input[i,1]);assign(nam,v.input[i,2], env=.GlobalEnv);
}
# Define matrices of rates and states
A<-(ls(.GlobalEnv,pattern="^r\\.")) # collect all rates
Ra<<-matrix(0,length(get(A[1])),length(A))
for(i in 1:length(A)){Ra[,i]<<-get(A[i])}
Ra<<-data.frame(Ra); A=sub("^r\\.","",A);names(Ra)<<-A
B<-(ls(.GlobalEnv,pattern="^s\\.")) # collect all states
St<<-matrix(0,length(get(B[1])),length(B))
for(i in 1:length(B)){St[,i]<<-get(B[i])}
St<<-data.frame(St);B=sub("^s\\.","",B); names(St)<<-B
rm(list=ls(.GlobalEnv,pattern="^r\\."),inherits=T);
rm(list=ls(.GlobalEnv,pattern="^s\\."),inherits=T) #remove r.* and s.*
c.Ra<<-ncol(Ra);c.St<<-ncol(St)
} #end f.input()
# ----------------------# calculate the vector of proportion of resource allcoated to reproduction for each time. This
vector is zero until the time p.inirep, and then increases linearly until time p.termveg.
f.alrep=function(p.inirep,p.termveg,d){
alreptemp<-rep(0,d)
step<-1/(p.termveg-p.inirep+1)
for(i in 1:d){
if(i >= p.inirep & i < p.termveg){alreptemp[i]=alreptemp[i-1]+step}
if(i >= p.termveg){alreptemp[i]=1}
}; return(alreptemp); } #end alrep()
# ----------------------# calculate the vector of senescence rate for each time.
f.senrate=function(p.agsen,p.senrate,n){
senratetemp=rep(0,n); for(i in 1:n){
if(i >= p.agsen){senratetemp[i]=p.senrate}
}; return(senratetemp); } #end senrate()
# ---------------------# calculate the vector of root efficiency for each root age. asymptotic decline to within a tolerance
of min at mintime
f.rootefficiency=function(p.rteffmin,p.rteffmintime,d){
rteff=rep(0,d)
tol<-(1/(p.rteffmin*100)) #previously I used 0.05 for tol, but this is better - large min values ->
small tol values, which is what we want
for(i in 1:d){
rteff[i]=p.rteffmin+(1-p.rteffmin)* ((p.rteffmin*tol)/(1-p.rteffmin))^((i-1)/(p.rteffmintime-1))}
return(rteff);} #end root efficiency
# ----------------------# calculate the vector of leaf efficiency for each leaf tissue age.logistic decay to minimum with
steepness and half-max
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f.shootefficiency=function(p.shteffmin,p.shteffhalf,p.shteffsteep,d){ maxi <- 1(exp(p.shteffsteep*(1-p.shteffhalf))/(1+exp(p.shteffsteep*(1-p.shteffhalf)))*(1-p.shteffmin))
shteff <- rep(0,d)
for(i in 1:d){
shteff[i] <- (1-(exp(p.shteffsteep*(i-p.shteffhalf))/(1+exp(p.shteffsteep*(i-p.shteffhalf)))*(1p.shteffmin)))/maxi}
return(shteff);} #end shoot efficiency
# ----------------------#calculate the vector of probability of survival at each time. This is basically logistic, but we "clip"
the lower 120 days of a greater logistic curve, so it can be somewhat asymmetrical, depending on
where the half max is set.
f.survive=function(d){ # calculates probability of survivorship vector
survival=0
maxp=(exp(p.MRp1*(p.maxtime-p.MRp2)))/(1+exp(p.MRp1*(p.maxtime-p.MRp2)))
for (i in 1:d){
survival[i]=((exp(p.MRp1*(i-p.MRp2)))/(1+exp(p.MRp1*(i-p.MRp2))))/maxp
}; survival<-1-survival; return(survival)
} #end survive()
# -----------------------
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The function optCP() finds optimal timing of reproduction and senescence, for a
given set of input parameter. The search region (early:late) is divided into nsteps regions
(default = 9), and these are tested. The local area around the best of each of these is then
tested at higher resolution. prep() must be run first to load inputs. In general, if the
interval I:L is large, nsteps should be larger for greater speed.
# ----------------------# Eric Nord, 6/17/08
# -----------------------

optimization function for BalGroCP4.7

optCP=function(early,late,nsteps=9){
I<-early; L<-late; Au<-L; Al<-I
# set Au, Al, upper and lower A limits
Bu<-L;Bl<-I
size<-length(I:L) # create matrices to store results and optimal senence time
optres <<-matrix(data=NA,nrow=size,ncol=size,dimnames=list(I:L,I:L))
optagsen<<-matrix(data=NA,nrow=size,ncol=size,dimnames=list(I:L,I:L))
optspan<<-matrix(data=NA,nrow=size,ncol=size,dimnames=list(I:L,I:L))
optB<<-matrix(data=0,nrow=1,ncol=3)
step<-trunc((L-I)/nsteps) #divide interval L:I into nsteps steps
growo(2,I,I,I,I) #run fr t=2 - I for initial population of Ra, St
itcount<<-1
if (step >=2) { # skip inirep loop 1 if step<2
for (a in seq(L,I,-step)){ # inirep loop 1
B2lim<-bestb(I,L,L,a,a,nsteps,step) # find the best termveg | inirep
optB<<-rbind(optB,c(a,B2lim)) # store Bu,Bl
} # end inirep loop 1
ra<-which.max(optres);rc<-ceiling(ra/(L-I+1));rr<-ra-(rc-1)*(L-I+1)
maxa<-rr+I-1 # rr is the row wher max(optres) lives
step2<-trunc(step/2)
if (step2 >=2){
mids<-c(min(maxa+step2,L),max(maxa-step2,I))
for(a in mids){
B2lim<-bestb(I,L,L,a,a,nsteps,step) # find the best termveg | inirep
optB<<-rbind(optB,c(a,B2lim)) # store Bu,Bl
} # end mids loop
ra<-which.max(optres);rc<-ceiling(ra/(L-I+1)); rr<-ra-(rc-1)*(L-I+1)
maxa<-rr+I-1 # rr is the row wher max(optres) lives
Au<-min(maxa+step2,L);Al<-max(maxa-step2,I) # set limits
} #end if
#set Bu,Bl for final loop
l1<-Au;while (is.na(match(l1,optB[,1]))){l1<-l1+1}
l2<-Al;while (is.na(match(l2,optB[,1]))){l2<-l2-1}
l1<-optB[match(l1,optB[,1]),2:3];l2<-optB[match(l2,optB[,1]),2:3]
Bu<-max(l1[1],l2[1]); Bl<-min(l1[2],l2[2])
} # end inirep loop 1
for (a in Au:Al) { # inirep loop 2
## reducing extra in bestb() from 3 to 1 for speed.
bestb(I,L,Bu,Bl,a,nsteps,1,1) # find the best termveg | inirep
} # end inirep loop 2
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# calculate rc adn rr, the col and row numbers of max(optres)
ra<-which.max(optres);rc<-ceiling(ra/(L-I+1));rr<-ra-(rc-1)*(L-I+1)
maxa<-rr+I-1 # rr is the row wher max(optres) lives
# store output from optallCP in vector res
res<<-rep(0,5); res[1]<<-maxa; res[2]<<-rc+I-1
res[3]<<-optagsen[rr,rc]; res[4]<<-max(optres, na.rm=TRUE)
res[5]<<-optspan[rr,rc]
names(res)<<-c("inirep","termveg","agsen","vsdC","span")
return(res)
} # end optCP
# ----------------# bestc() finds the best agsen value for a given inirep and termveg value, using a 2 step search
first breaking the search region into nsteps invervals, then searching the area around the step
with the greatest result. If the step size is less than 2, then it just tries all values in the (a:L) range.
### are marks for changes to allow agsen to be < inirep.
bestc=function (I,L,a,b,nsteps,extra=0) {
Cu<-L; Cl<-I; maxc<<-rep(0,3); maxc2<<-rep(0,3) # zero out result counter
stepc <<- trunc((p.maxtime-I)/nsteps); stepc2<-stepc
if (stepc >=2) { # course agsen loop
restempc<-growo(I,p.maxtime,a,b,Cu) # grow from t=I to p.maxtime
maxc[1]<<-L;maxc[2]<<-restempc[1]; itcount<<-itcount+1
for (c in seq(L-stepc,I,-stepc)){ # test c by stepc
restempc<-growo(min(c,restempc[2]-1),p.maxtime,a,b,c) #run model
itcount<<-itcount+1
if (restempc[1]>=maxc[2])
# store if res >= res[-1]
{maxc[1]<<-c;maxc[2]<<-restempc[1];maxc[3]<<-restempc[2]}
} # end end test c by stepc
Cu<-min(L,maxc[1]+stepc-1);Cl<-max(I,maxc[1]-stepc+1) # set limits
stepc2 <- trunc(stepc/2)
if (stepc2>=2){
mids<-c(min(maxc[1]+stepc2,Cu),max(maxc[1]-stepc2,Cl))
for(c in mids){
restempc<-growo(I,p.maxtime,a,b,c)
itcount<<-itcount+1
if (restempc[1]>=maxc[2])
# store if res >= res[-1]
{maxc[1]<<-c;maxc[2]<<-restempc[1];maxc[3]<<-restempc[2]}
}
Cu<-min(L,maxc[1]+stepc2+extra);Cl<-max(I,maxc[1]-stepc2-extra) # set limit
} #end if
} #end course agsen loop
restempc<-growo(I,p.maxtime,a,b,Cu) # call model
maxc2[1]<<-Cu;maxc2[2]<<-restempc[1]; itcount<<-itcount+1
for (c in (Cu-1):Cl){ # fine agsen loop
restempc<-growo(min(c,restempc[2]-1),p.maxtime,a,b,c) #run model
itcount<<-itcount+1
if (restempc[1]>=maxc2[2])
# store if res >= res[-1]
{maxc2[1]<<-c;maxc2[2]<<-restempc[1];maxc2[3]<<-restempc[2]}
} # end agsen loop
if(maxc2[2]>maxc[2]){maxc<<-maxc2}
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optagsen[a-I+1,b-I+1]<<-maxc[1] # store optimal c|a,b
optres[a-I+1,b-I+1]<<-maxc[2]
# store result a,b,c
optspan[a-I+1,b-I+1]<<-maxc[3]
} # end bestc
# ---------------------------# bestb() finds the best termveg value for a given inirep value, seraching by step, bestb() uses
bestc().
bestb=function (I,L,Bu,Bl,a,nsteps,step,extra=0) {
for (b in seq(Bu,Bl,-step)){
bestc(I,L,a,b,nsteps,extra)
} # end termveg loop 1
maxb<-which.max(optres[a-I+1,])+I-1
# if step>=2, this is a 1st loop, do the following:
if (step >=2) { # skip this if step = 1
step2<-trunc(step/2); if(step2>=2){
#check 1/2step from maxb
mids<-c(min(maxb+step2,Bu),max(maxb-step2,Bl))
for(b in mids){bestc(I,L,a,b,nsteps,extra)} # best c mids
maxb<-which.max(optres[a-I+1,])+I-1
Bu<-min(maxb+step2,Bu);Bl<-max(maxb-step2,Bl) # set Bu,Bl
return(c(Bu,Bl))
} # end if step2>=2
} # end skip if stp=1
} # end bestb
# -----------------------------
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# LP arabidopsis input file for BalGroCP ver 4.7
name
value
comments
p.lim
10
Maximum length of vegetative-reproductive transition
p.boost
0
Increase in initial foraging efficiency (zero in base model)
p.boostday
30
Age at which foraging efficiency is no longer increased
p.rtCPratio
160
C:P for roots
p.stmCPratio 130
C:P for stems
p.lfCPratio
130
C:P for leaf
p.repCPratio
90
C:P for rep
p.sdCPratio
80
C:P for seeds
p.stemprop
0.05
proportion of shoot which is stem
p.Pavail
0.000761
P availability (mg Pup/mg RtC) for new roots
p.rteffmin
0.907
min root efficiency (proportion)
# LP, [P] = 2 uM, b= 500, mintime = 15
#DE
1E-09
3E-09
1E-08
3E-08
1E-07
#min 0.6080
0.7820
0.9070
0.9570
0.9730
#max 6.09E-04 6.93E-04 7.61E-04 7.97E-04 8.16E-04
p.rteffmintime 15
time to reach min (days)
p.Cavail
0.463
C fixation rate (mg Cfix/mg ShtC) for young shoots
p.shteffmin
0.005
min shoot efficiency (proportion)
p.shteffsteep
0.3
steepeness (values around 0.1 are quite smooth and gradual)
p.shteffhalf
20
when decline is halfway to min (days)
p.rshteff
0.15
C fixation efficiency of reproductive tissue
# p.shtold
28
shoot (leaf) counts as old (s.shtold must be same)
p.rtmr
0.0429
Root maint resp (mg/mgC/d)
p.stmmr
0.0429
Stem maint resp (mg/mgC/d)
p.lfmr
0.0214
Leaf maint resp (mg/mgC/d) (*0.5 b/c PS includes lf resp)
p.repmr
0.0643
Rep maint resp (mg/mgC/d)
p.grresrate
0.1932
growth resp (mg/mgC/d)
p.daysd
7
Time lag to mature seed (d)
p.repeff
0.42
Rep efficiency (% rep C,P to seed)
p.MRp1
0.1
steepness
p.MRp2
100
half-max
p.oldlfmr
0.3
old leaf maint resp (prop of p.lfmr)
p.lffix
0.42
Fixed leaf cost (proportion)
p.senrate
0.029
Senescence rate
p.maxsr
0.3
maximal senrate
p.maxtime
120
number of days simulated
p.MSGR
14
Max shoot growth rate (mg C/d)
p.mcr
6
max canopy radius (cm)
p.maxLAI
4
max leaf area index
# initial rates
r.IRR
0
Internal resource ratio
r.repprop
0
rep allocation proportion
r.shtprop
0
shoot allocation proportion
r.rtprop
0
root allocation proportion
r.Cfix
0.22
C fixation (init = rtCal+shtCal)
r.Cint
0.22
Internal C, after maint. metabolism satisfied
r.lfCrealo
0
C real. from old rts
r.lfCrealn
0
C real. from new rts
r.rtCal
0.11
root C allocation
r.stmCal
0.01
stem C allocation
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r.lfCal
r.repCal
r.sdCal
r.rtmres
r.stmmres
r.lfmres
r.repmres
r.rtgres
r.shtgres
r.repgres
r.Pup
r.Pint
r.lfPrealo
r.lfPrealn
r.rtPal
r.stmPal
r.lfPal
r.repPal
r.sdPal
r.srt
# initial states
s.Ctotal
s.rtC
s.repC
s.sdC
s.stmC
s.newlfC
s.oldlfC
s.Cextra
s.Ptotal
s.rtP
s.repP
s.sdP
s.vsdP
s.vsdC
s.stmP
s.newlfP
s.oldlfP
s.Pextra
s.CPal
s.told

0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0029333
0.0029333
0
0
0.001467
0.0001333
0.001333
0
0
0

leaf C allocation
rep C allocation
sd C allocation
root maint resp
stem maint resp
leaf maint resp
rep maint resp
root growth resp
shoot growth resp
rep growth resp
P uptake (init = rtPal + shtPal)
Internal P
P real. from old rts
P real. from new rts
root P allocation
stem P allocation
leaf P allocation
rep P allocation
sd P allocation
sen rate this is a storage vector for sen rate as it changes

0.008
0.004
0
0
0.0004
0.0036
0
0
0.00008
0.00004
0
0
0
0
0.000004
0.000036
0
0
0
0

Total C (rt, sht, extra)
rootC
rep C
sd C
stem C
C in new leaves
C in old old leaves (remobilizable)
Extra C after timestep init val represent sd resources
Total P (rt, sht,extra)
root P
rep P
seed P
P in viable seed
C in viable seed
stem P
P in new shoot
P in old shoot
Extra P after timestep
C:P allocation ratio
t after which lf is old -calculated from p.shtold for eacht
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APPENDIX D: OVERVIEW OF AVAILABLE DATA ON
PHENOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF CROPS TO LOW PHOSPHORUS
AVAILABILITY.
Delayed reproduction in response to low phosphorus availability is potentially
important in crop species. I proposed to investigate the importance of this response by
gathering data from a number of our collaborators, and quantifying the relationship
between phenology (time to flowering, time to maturity, low-P flowering delay, and lowP maturity delay) and relative yield (LP yield / HP yield).
I identified, acquired, and examined a number of datasets, which I describe below. In
general, the data examined so far are of limited value, because the yield reduction in low
P is not sufficient. Ideally, we would like to see 30-60% yield reduction, but only one of
the data sets (the CIAT 90-01 trial) produced this level of stress. I have identified 3 more
potential data sources, but have not yet received data from any of them.
1. Screening data from a core collection of soybean genotypes at South China
Agricultural University (SCAU).
a. 2002 data. The average relative yield in LP was about 0.95; there was not
sufficient P stress.
b. 2004 data. The average relative yield in LP was about 0.85. There was no
interaction between relative yield and phenology.
2. Field experiments with soybean at Rock Springs, 2004-2006. We grew 6
commercial genotypes of soybean of varying phenology (Maturity group 0
through maturity group 3.7) in high (P fertilizer applied) and low (no P fertilizer
applied) plots. In all three years, we saw insufficient P stress. LP relative yield
was about 1 in all years. In 2006, common beans growing beside the soybeans
exhibited a yield reduction of ~ 20%. Soybean is apparently more robust to low
soil phosphorus availability than common bean.
3. 2006 Common bean field experiment at Rock Springs. LP relative yields averaged
0.81. Very weak relationship between delayed phenology and LP relative yield
(R2 = 0.04). Marginal P stress and only 6 genotypes.
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4. CIAT trial 90-01. A core collection of 367 genotypes of common bean, grown in
high- and low P. LP relative yield average ~0.4. However, changes in phenology
associated with low P are quite small (Table C.1) There is a weak (R2 = 0.029) but
significant (p = 0.019) relationship between relative yield and maturity delay for
indeterminate, climbing genotypes (Habit IV). None of the other relationships
between relative yield and phenological change were significant.
Table D.1. Phenological changes in low P and LP relative yield for 350 genotypes of
Phaseolus vulgaris.
Age at:
LP relative
Flowering Maturity
yield
Mean
1.08
0.93
0.40
Standard Deviation
1.93
3.29
0.19
1st quartile
Median
3rd quartile

2.25
1.00
-0.17

3.10
0.88
-1.17

0.51
0.37
0.26

Both later flowering and later maturity were correlated with greater yield in
both high and low P, but relative yield decreased slightly with longer maturity
time (p = 0.007, R2 = 0.018).
Table D.2. Later flowering or bolting is associated with greater yield in 350 genotypes of
Phaseolus vulgaris.

R2 adj
t ratio
p

Age at Flowering
High P
Low P
0.19
0.10
14.7
11.5
<.0001 <.0001

Age at Maturity
High P
Low P
0.29
0.14
19.1
14.4
<.0001 <.0001

Of the several data sets we have examined, this is the only data with enough
yield reduction to conclude anything about low P, and we conclude that
phenology is of very limited importance in the adaptation of common bean to low
P soils.
5. Data from a maize breeding project at UW, shared with us by Shawn Kaeppler.
The mean low P relative biomass was 0.9, and mean tasseling and silking times in
low P were only 1 and 2 percent later than in high P. Again, it seems that the P
stress was insufficient.
There are 3 more potential data sources that could be analyzed. If we can get data
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from at least 2 of these, and the level of P stress is sufficient, we might be able to make a
strong enough case about the importance (or unimportance) of delayed phenology as a
response to low P in crops.
1. Our collaborators with the McKnight project in Mozambique are screening
genotypes of common bean for adaptation to and beneficial trait for low P soils.
They should have HP and LP yield and phenology data
2. Jeanette Bayuelo, a Mexican collaborator, has indicated that she has access to data
from maize grown in high and low P, and has agreed to share it with us.
3. Abdelbagi Ismail, a collaborator at IRRI, has agreed to see what data is available
from their genotype screening experiments with rice.
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